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1 Executive Summary
This deliverable presents the technical requirements for the three use case pilots in
Bloomen. The document is based on extensive exchange between all the partners.
Further, it is based on prior deliverables, primarily “D2.1 Use Case Descriptions and
KPIs”. The role of this document is to align the technical efforts for all three pilots. This
applies both separately (in terms of enabling the goals of each single pilot) as well as
collaboratively (e.g. identify common technology approaches and modules which could
be shared across all pilots).
Brief Summary of the technical requirements for the Music Pilot
This pilot is managed by BMAT (requirements) and Worldline (technical development).
In this deliverable we define our plan to obtain a reliable decentralised source of clean
metadata for all the stakeholders in the music industry. Our goal is to define a working
demonstrator where all these stakeholders have access to the same consolidated,
standardised and updated database of music works and sound recordings. We want to
demonstrate a way to provide improved efficiency and transparency all along the value
chain, involving music rights management, claiming of ownership of musical assets and
conflict resolution.
While the development steps have been described in prior communication, Bloomen
Music key milestones range from engage interested parties by implementing a userfriendly musical assets registration tool, cover the international standard codes and key
metadata of over 1M of musical assets and provide an instrument to rely on when
claiming ownership and resolving conflicts.
The final demonstrator in the Bloomen project will be a distributed ledger where all the
interested parties could query and manage the assets they own and claim ownership for
the assets already registered. Based on the work being done in the technical
development we are preparing the Bloomen Music business plan with which we want to
continue exploring the exploitation opportunities that our solution could offer, once the
project is finished.
Brief Summary of the technical requirements for the Photo/News Pilot
This pilot is managed by Deutsche Welle (requirements) and ATC (technical
development). In this deliverable we further define the initial plans to find a new, better
solution to handle photos provided by photographers to be used by large media
organizations. Our goal is to firstly define a working demonstrator where every photo
ingested has a hash being written into a blockchain. Key benefits we want to achieve
are: Reliable, fair and complete payment for actual uses of photos, acting as an
intermediary who provides a blockchain-based infrastructure for a photo-stream. A key
driver here is the notion of “blockchain for the public good”. Specifically, we want to
demonstrate a way to reliably pay “creators” (here, specifically photographers) and at
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the same time secure media companies (here, specifically “Public Service Media”
(PSM) companies.
The development steps have been described in prior communication, but to repeat we
will work in three key milestones: Firstly, set-up and demonstrate a blockchain-based
system to handle photos, with e.g. 10 photographers and 100 photos, end to end,
including a first set up for hashing/tracing the photos. Then, in a second iteration a
scaled version with e.g. 100 photographers/10.000 photos (in order to catch edge
cases). The goal here is to get to the technical core, ensuring that we have a running,
yet basic system. In later steps the plan is to add needed modules and extensions along
the way. The basis for the development as a whole is a newly created, complete visual
UML model which has been developed by both DW and ATC.
The final demonstrator in the Bloomen project will be an application with added
modules, e.g. analytics, a smart contract module, etc. Based on the work being done in
the technical development, we aim to decide whether exploitation of the work being
done in Bloomen is viable for a commercial offering, though this would happen after the
end of the project.
Brief Summary of the technical requirements for the WebTV Pilot
This pilot is managed by ANTENNA (requirements) and ICCS (technical development).
In this deliverable we describe our plan for a better economy in both the business-tocustomer and business-to-business environments. Our goal is to have a demonstrator
which will display a solution where users can use a mobile wallet to access the WebTV
platform. This process will be easy to use, fast, have cheaper transactions and be fully
auditable. What drives this pilot is the need to have cheaper and better access to
copyrighted content, globally, but at the same time ensure security and privacy in all
aspects of the solution.
While the development steps have been described in previous communication, in short,
key milestones will range from having a virtual currency for elimination of third-party
costs and friction, engage end-users by implementing a proof-of-view mechanism to
provide rewards, allow for transparent and auditable communications and at the same
time provide an environment where businesses can exchange copyrights but by not
having to trust one another.
Besides the core technical Bloomen implementations, further add-ons and services will
be implemented so the edge blockchain technology provided will be displayed through
the WebTV pilot. While those benefits will allow for a commercial streaming and
business processing, further development, networking and collaboration with key global
stakeholders has to take place in order for a final solution can be available for
production, which will happen after the end of the Bloomen project.
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1.1 List of Abbreviations
API:
BBP:
CMO:
CMS:
Consumer:
Creator:
CRUD:
Hash:
ISRC:
ISWC:
KYC:
MW:
Oracles:
PSM:
SR:

Application Programming Interface
Bloomen Blockchain Platform
Collective Management Organization. Organizations that provide services
to rights holders and parties that want to use copyrighted works
Content Management System
An editor or a media organisation as a whole
Any owner of a digital asset, e.g. a photographer
Create, Read, Update, Delete
A numerical, unique identifier which is then recorded in a blockchain
International Standard Recording Code
International Standard Musical Work Code
Know your Customer
Musical Work. The composition (music and lyrics)
Third party or decentralized data feed services that provide external data /
off-chain data it onto the blockchain.
Public Service Media
Sound Recording. A fixation of the artistic manifestation of a musical work
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2 Introduction
2.1 Background: The Bloomen Project
Bloomen (Blockchains in the new era of participatory media experience) explores how
innovative elements of blockchain technologies can be applied to specific use cases in
the media space. There is a need to explore such innovations: Digital technologies have
transformed media content production and distribution in the global entertainment and
media industry over the last two decades. The market is forecast to continue to grow
over the next five years, and is currently estimated to be worth just over $2 trillion. Acute
challenges remain, though, especially relating to the way in which digital content can be
copied and freely distributed on the Internet, and how content contributors are
compensated when their materials are used or bought through legitimate channels.
The Bloomen project will address these challenges by exploring and researching on
how blockchain technology can be used to manage and track a wide variety of digital
media content, including the development of proof-of-concept demonstrators with the
following structure: 1) a P2P platform for content creation, sharing and consumption
based on Blockchain technologies, and 2) a suite of innovative services to support new
Blockchain-based business models for the media industry.
These Bloomen services are, for example, related to blockchain operations,
personalisation and copyright management. A Bloomen demonstrator will be created for
each of the three Bloomen use cases, using the common Blockchain platform. The new
Bloomen services can be tailored to a specific use case or shared between two or more
use cases, including further use cases that may join the project as a result of
hackathons or from external stakeholders.
Each of the three user partners in the Bloomen project (BMAT, DW and ANTENNA)
have defined a use case pilot to work on: Music, News (photos), and WebTV, in order to
validate the Bloomen proof-of-concept demonstrator during the project and to explore
new blockchain based business models and opportunities. Bloomen also aims to
provide a blueprint of best practices for blockchain implementations in the media
industry in terms of new business approaches, forms of collaborating, content exchange
and monetising media.

2.2 About this Deliverable
The purpose of this deliverable is to elicit and define user and technical requirements for
each of the three Bloomen use case pilots: Music, News and Web TV, taking as a
starting point the use case descriptions provided in the previous deliverable, “D2.1 Use
Case Descriptions and KPIs”. At the same time, this deliverable will constitute the main
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input for the definition and specification of the first version of the Bloomen architecture,
which will be provided in deliverable “D2.3 Initial Bloomen overall architecture”.
The document has been elaborated in close cooperation between the user partners and
the technological partners of the consortium, which were grouped in pairs for this
purpose: BMAT (Music pilot) was paired with Worldline; DW (News pilot) was paired
with ATC; ANTENNA (WebTV pilot) was paired with ICCS; and Kendraio gave support
to all in rights management. This organization of the partners, combined with bi-weekly
and weekly conference calls, has allowed an in-depth analysis of the requirements from
both the business and the technological perspectives.
In addition to the requirements elicitation, this document contains also a very first insight
on how the three pilots will be implemented in terms of required procedures, timing, the
parameters (KPIs) and procedures for their evaluation, and a first evaluation of the risks
involved and associated contingency plans. This section has been included here in
agreement with WP5, since the first deliverables for this WP will not be available until
month M24. Pilot implementation plans need to be drafted and understood since the
first stages of the project, and will be kept updated throughout the lifetime of the project.

2.3 Document Structure
This requirements analysis is based on a common structure for each pilot. The
consortium has defined specific activities for each pilot in order to separate
development tasks which are specific for each pilot.
The activities are further defined through UML-diagrams, which have been jointly
developed by the business and technical partners.
Following the Executive Summary, the deliverable is structured as follows:
● Section 2 (Introduction): A very brief section describing the goals of the project
and of this deliverable.
● Section 3 (Pilot use cases and technical requirements): For each pilot this
section analyses the main stakeholders involved, the data models, considers
aspects related to rights management, security and privacy, description of the
basic use cases for each of the pilot activities (which were preliminary defined in
deliverable D2.1), cross-activity services, and concludes with the list of technical
requirements derived from each pilot. The section also includes the list of generic
technical requirements applicable to any pilot.
● Section 4 (Pilots Operation, Milestones and Timeline Plan): This section
constitutes an introduction and provides the foundations for “WP5 Use Cases
pilot validation and evaluation“. It includes a very preliminary description of the
three pilots operation, their main milestones, and the anticipated timeline plan.
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● Section 5 (Conclusions): Summarises the contributions provided in this
deliverable and outlines next steps.
After these main sections of the document, the deliverable includes also two annexes,
the first one includes a summary of all requirements, including both pilot use cases and
technical requirements, and the second annex provides answers to questions raised by
reviewers in the first Technical Review meeting. These questions have been addressed
jointly from the business and technical viewpoint for each use case.

2.4 Methodology
This section describes the requirements engineering process used in the Bloomen
project. This process covers all the activities involved in discovering, documenting, and
maintaining the set of requirements of the project in a way that enables shared
understanding of the problems and needs (requirements) of the project among different
stakeholders, and can be generally described by a set of logical phases that will be
executed during the whole project.
The process consists of four major phases with clearly defined goals:
● Requirements elicitation and identification refer to the identification and
capture of the needs of the different use case pilots of the Bloomen project,
based on the use cases description already available in deliverable D2.1, as well
as those coming from project high level goals and those referred to the
technologies involved. The activities already identified in D2.1 have been further
extended and detailed, broken down into basic use cases which include different
scenarios depicting distinct flows of actions accommodating different options or
different contextual situations.
● Requirements analysis and specification encompasses gaining a detailed
understanding of project, conceptual modelling and resolution of possible
conflicts between individual requirements and/or stakeholders, refining the
previously captured requirements into formal specifications, providing a
systematic overview that serves as a basis for the validation of the requirements.
● Requirements validation is a continuous process that takes place throughout
the project, with the goal of ensuring that the final solution satisfies the needs of
all stakeholders.
● Requirements management also takes place throughout the project, with the
goal of identifying, documenting and managing any changes in a traceable way,
and communicating and coordinating such changes by involving all relevant
stakeholders.
This deliverable “D2.2 Bloomen Requirements Analysis” encompasses the two first
phases. The requirements are captured at different levels of detail, each of them leading
to a further refinement of the requirements set. At the elicitation and identification phase
these requirements are differentiated between Use case requirements, which are the
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requirements expected from the point of view of the three pilots of the project, and
Technological requirements, which are the requirements derived from the underlying
technologies involved in the project, with specific focus on blockchain.
The analysis and specification phases will produce the formal set of requirements
against which the validation will take place, and can be classified as:
● Functional requirements describe what has to be done to fulfil the goals and
expectations of the project. They cover the functionalities to be provided by the
different components architecture of the project.
● Non-functional requirements define the expected characteristics and attributes
of the system being built and which must be considered when designing the
project architecture.
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3 Pilot use cases and technical requirements
3.1 Music pilot
3.1.1 Users, Stakeholders and Roles
Users:
There are 2 types of users of the system:
 CMO Affiliate: user that is affiliated to a participant CMO. They are stakeholders
such as creators, publishers, performers and producers
 CMO Admin: user that work for the CMO that act on behalf of their affiliates and
have admin privileges
Stakeholders:
Creators:
● Composers, Authors, Arrangers, Adaptors… of a musical work
● Interested parties of a musical work
● Affiliated to a participant Authors’ Rights CMO
● They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
rights holder information
Publishers:
● Original Publishers, Sub-publishers, Administrators… of a musical work
● Interested parties of a musical work
● Affiliated to a participant Authors’ Rights CMO
● They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
rights holder information
Performers:
● Contributors in the sound recording of a musical work
● Interested parties of a sound recording
● Affiliated to a participant Neighbouring Rights CMO
● They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
rights holder information
Producers:
● Owners or licensees of a sound recording
● Interested parties of a sound recording
● Affiliated to a participant Neighbouring Rights CMO
● They want to have their works registered and with their corresponding
rights holder information
CMOs (Authors’ Rights, Neighbouring Rights):
● Collective Management Organizations
● Act as gatekeepers, identifying their affiliates
● Use the data in the blockchain to manage rights of their affiliates
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● They manage the royalty distribution generated by the use of the musical assets,
so they need a complete repository of correct rights holder information for the
assets they are controlling in the most cost-effective way.
Third Party Companies (e.g. BMAT):
● They provide services and solutions to all stakeholders of the music industry
● They can operate B2C or B2B
● They bring new technologies to the music industry to increase efficiency,
transparency and fairness
3.1.2 Data Models
The following table provides a first list of data elements that the application will need.
Preliminary Music Data Model
User
Contains all necessary information of the user of the system
Musical
The entity that represents Musical Works (MW) or their Sound
Asset
Recordings (SR). They are defined by a set of core metadata
(international identifiers, title, contributors, etc), and they have rights
holders attached to them.
Metadata
Musical Work (MW):
Core:
ISWC code
Original Title
Alternative Titles (Title, Title Type, Language)
Creators (Name, IP-number, Role Code)
Derivation Information (Derivation Code, ISWC codes, Titles)
Other:
Alternative ISWC codes
Associated Performers
Sound Recordings (SR):
Core:
ISRC code
Title/Subtitle (Title, Title Type, Language)
Duration
Performers (Name, ISNI, Role Code)
Date of Recording
Territory of Recording
Date of Mastering
Type of Recording (Sound Recording / Music Video)
Other:
Alternative ISRCs
Release Information
Merged Asset Contains all the information relative to an asset that has been merged
into another. The original asset becomes deprecated.
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Asset Link

The entity that represents a link between assets. Links can be between
entities of same type (i.e. SR to SR / MW to MW), or entities of
different types (i.e. MW to SR).
Source asset
Target asset
Relation (e.g. underlying composition, radio edit, remaster...)
Rights Holder The entity that represents the information of a rights holder for a
musical asset.
Name
Code (Code, Type)
Contact Information
Role
Rights Type
Territory
Start Date
End Date
Share
Rights Claim The entity that represents a claim over a musical asset.
Rights Holder
Musical Asset
Status (Accepted/Rejected/Pending)
3.1.3 Rights Management
Each asset has metadata describing the resource and rights associated with it.
In support of this use case the following objectives exist related to metadata:
1) Creation and curation of resource metadata with a special focus on assertion and
management of rights.
2) In order to communicate with multiple distribution services and CMOs, rights data
need to be normalised and content creators given ownership of maintaining their
rights.
3) Distribute rights metadata to facilitate claim assertion and conflict resolution.
Content distributors (examples are: Spotify, iTunes, ...) and CMOs (PRS, PPL, ...) all
have different standards for holding rights metadata. In order to help content creators to
manage and distribute this metadata we can provide a system to consolidate and
normalise rights across those standards, allowing content creators to have a central
repository of their metadata that can be transformed to the correct target schema. This
system needs to be extendable to support adding new CMOs and content distributors
and their schemas.
Extension of rights metadata beyond existing systems could allow for automated
support of contract negotiation, collaboration and automated payments.
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This extended rights metadata can be used for the creation of new open networks and
business models.
Management of the rights metadata can be shared between collaborators (Creators,
Publisher, ...) and finalised by digitally signing the resource and its associated
metadata.
3.1.4 Security and Privacy
This use case includes two main aspects in which security and privacy shall be considered:

● Rights share details, publicly available to all system users.
The system must be flexible enough to support different levels of personal data
exposure depending on the business needs. An ID will be assigned to every
actor so as not to share personal data to all system users. All system users
should be able to review all rights share details in the platform. Whereas some
rights holder information should be public, claiming details would only be
available for interested parties (rights holders and claimers).
● Information derived from reputation/gamification system.
Tokens/rewards should be available to CMO Admin to check all kind of requests
and ensure the correct use of the system.
3.1.5 Activities
Due to the iterative nature of the project, we considered that was necessary to add
more activities than described in the Music Scenario Overview in D2.1 - Use Case
Descriptions and KPIs. At this stage of the project, we have identified 6 different
activities:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

User registration
Registration of musical assets
Search of musical assets
Addition or modification of metadata and entity resolution
Claiming of musical assets
Conflict resolution

These activities are complemented with cross-activity services related to rights
management.
All activities are broken down into basic use cases represented in UML diagrams.
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3.1.5.1 Activity 1: User Registration

Figure 1: Music Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 1

ID

UC-MUSIC-1

Title

Register a user through a CMO

Description

In order to avoid untrustable behaviours, the users must be
authorised by their CMOs to register, edit and make claims over the
assets in the blockchain.

Actor(s)

CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●

The user (Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer) is affiliated
to a participant CMO

Post
conditions

●

The user gets a Bloomen ID that will be used interact with the
blockchain

Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user logs into the CMO system and identifies herself
(through the CMO web portal)
2. The CMO verifies the identity of the user
3. The user asks for an ID
4. The CMO gives her a Bloomen ID linked to the identified user

Extensions

●

Priority

High

CMOs would be superusers of the system that can act on behalf
of their affiliates
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3.1.5.2 Activity 2: Registration of Musical Assets

Figure 2: Music Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 2

ID

UC-MUSIC-2

Title

Register Sound Recording or Musical Work

Description

Register a new musical asset to the system

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●
●

The user has to be identified by the system
Check that the asset is not already registered

Post
conditions

●

A musical asset has been register and is available in the
blockchain
Core metadata of the musical asset has been added

●
Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user logs into the system and identifies herself
2. The user enters the required core metadata to register a musical
asset
3. The system runs a matching and checks that there’s no other
musical asset registered with equivalent core metadata
4. The system submits the musical asset to the blockchain
5. The user gets a unique identifier for the registered asset

Extensions

●

The user wants to register a musical asset that already exists
○ The system performs a match and informs the user showing
existing asset
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●

Upload a musical asset from a DAW

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-3

Title

Register Sound Recording or Musical Work in batches

Description

A user may want to register a big amount of assets at a time. There
must be a specific workflow to handle that.

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer

Preconditions

●

The user has to be identified by the system

Post
conditions

●

New musical assets have been automatically added to the
system. Duplicate musical assets are reported
Core metadata of musical assets has been added

●
Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user logs into the system and identifies herself
2. The user uploads a batch of musical assets to register, in a noninteractive mode.
3. For every asset, the system runs a matching and checks that
there’s no other musical asset registered with equivalent core
metadata
4. The system submits the new musical assets to the blockchain
5. The user gets a unique identifier for each new registered assets
and, and a list of those duplicates found, together with their ID in
the system

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High
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3.1.5.3 Activity 3: Search of Musical Assets

Figure 3: Music Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 3

ID

UC-MUSIC-4

Title

Search assets

Description

Any user has to be able to perform searches of the musical assets
that are already registered in the system

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●

The user has to be identified by the system

Post
conditions

●

The user gets a list of musical asset that coincide with the given
filters

Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user logs into the system and identifies herself
2. The user enters some filters in the search tool
3. The system runs the query and gets back a list of musical asset
links
4. The user can navigate through the results, explore their core
metadata and right holder information
5. The user can also download a file containing information of the
given assets

Extensions

●

Search by right holder, search by assets with pending edit
requests, pending right claims, search by assets with claiming
conflicts...
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Priority

High

3.1.5.4 Activity 4: Addition or Modification of Metadata and Entity Resolution

Figure 4: Music Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 4

ID

UC-MUSIC-5

Title

Edit core metadata of a musical asset

Description

Core metadata of an asset (title, ISRC/ISWC, creators...) can be
edited only by the user that registered it. The system must log the
change to leave a trace, and any interested party on that asset (any
user linked to the changelog of the asset) must be notified.

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●
●

Musical asset already registered in the system
The asset was registered by the current user

Post
conditions

●

Duplicate search should be performed by the system once the
core metadata has been edited to warn the user of the existence
of a duplicate after the edition
The asset gets new metadata and the involved interested
parties are informed

●
Main

1. The user logs into the system and identifies herself
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Success
Scenario

2. The user explores the already registered musical assets and
selects an asset that needs to be edited because core metadata
is incomplete or incorrect
3. The user edits the metadata and submits the changes
4. The system notifies the original registrant and involved
interested parties about the changes
5. The system performs a duplicate search and, if found, informs
the original registrant and involved interested parties about the
existence of a duplicate to be solved

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-6

Title

Request edit of core metadata of a musical asset

Description

Core metadata of an asset (title, ISRC/ISWC, creators...) can be
edited only by the user that registered it. When somebody else
wants to change metadata should fill an edit request that must be
approved by the registrant. The system must log the change to leave
a trace, and any interested party on that asset (any user linked to the
changelog of the asset) must be notified.
The platform will support reputation mechanisms to incentivise on
one hand the generation of valid and valuable edit requests and on
the other hand the acceptance/rejection of requests, so active users
that add value to the system are rewarded and those who create
noise are penalised.

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO, Third party company

Preconditions

●
●

Musical asset already registered in the blockchain
The asset was registered by a different user than the current
one

Post
conditions

●
●

The registrant user asset gets an edit request
Duplicate search should be performed by the system once the
edit request has been accepted

Main
Success

1.
2.

The user logs into the system and identifies herself
The user explores the already registered musical assets and
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Scenario
3.
4.
5.
6.

selects an asset that needs to be edited because core metadata
is incomplete or incorrect
The user fills and submit an edit request with new metadata
The system notifies the asset registrant
The asset registrant accepts or rejects the metadata edit
request
If accepted, metadata is updated, the system notifies the
involved interested parties about the changes and performs a
duplicate search and, if found, informs the original registrant and
involved interested parties about the existence of a duplicate to
be solved. If not accepted, the metadata is not updated and the
system notifies the user about the rejected status of the request

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-7

Title

Link musical assets

Description

Musical assets can be linked at different levels: between assets of
same entity, to express some kind of relation (e.g. derivative works)
or between assets of different entities, to indicate that a given MW is
the underlying composition of a given SR

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO, Third Party
Company

Preconditions

●

Musical assets already registered in the blockchain

Post
conditions

●

A new link is created indicating the relation between two musical
assets
Interested parties of related assets are notified
It is possible to navigate across linked asset

●
●
Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user selects a registered asset as source
2. The user selects a registered asset as target and indicates their
relation
3. The system creates the link between musical assets
4. The system notifies the original registrants and involved
interested parties about the creation of the link
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Extensions

N/A

Priority

Medium

ID

UC-MUSIC-8

Title

Merge duplicate musical assets

Description

Even if the platform counts with a system to detect duplicate assets
during the registration of new entities, the system must have a
mechanism to merge duplicate assets that may appear due to a
number of situations, such as registering an asset with incomplete
information, preventing the system to identify a duplicate. In order to
perform a merge, the registrants of each asset must accept the
merge request.
The platform will support reputation mechanisms to incentivise on
one hand the generation of valid and valuable merge requests and
on the other hand the acceptance/rejection of requests, so active
users that add value to the system are rewarded and those who
create noise are penalised.

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO User

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO, Third Party
Companies

Preconditions

●

A user finds a duplicate in the system, by performing a search or
because the system proposes duplicate candidates based on
automatic processes of duplicate detection

Post
conditions

●

Duplicate assets are merged into one, and the merge action is
traceable by Bloomen users

Main
Success
Scenario

1.
2.
3.
4.

The user selects a registered asset as source
The user selects a registered asset as target
A merge request is sent to the registrants of the original assets
Both registrants must accept in order the merge to be
performed. A co-signature from both interested parties will be
added to the asset.
5. The system merges the two assets into one. The source asset
will be deprecated and it will point towards the target one. The
target asset will keep its associated information (core metadata,
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right claims, etc). If needed, edit requests over that target asset
can be performed
6. The system notifies the original registrants and involved
interested parties about the merge action
Extensions

A specific de-merge process would not be needed as it could be
done as an edition, deprecating all information belonging to one of
the assets, and then registering a new asset with the corresponding
metadata

Priority

High

3.1.5.5 Activity 5: Claiming of Musical Assets

Figure 5: Music Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 5

ID

UC-MUSIC-9

Title

Claim rights over a musical asset

Description

Musical assets have right holders. MW have their creators and
publishers, whereas SR have their performers and producers. Right
holder information is complex because there exist different rights to
cover, an asset can be shared by multiple right holders, everyone
with its share, and some of them may change over time and across
territories.
A user must be able to claim rights over a given musical asset and
the system should manage the fact that right holder information is
not immutable.
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Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●
●

The user has to be identified by the system
A musical asset exists in the system

Post
conditions

●

A claim is made over a musical asset. All the actors with current
rights over this asset will be notified about the new claims. If
there’s any conflict (overclaim), a conflict resolution workflow will
be launched

Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user selects a registered asset and fills a claim of rights
with all required information (right holder, right type, share,
territory, period)
2. The system communicates that claim to the asset registrant and
other interested parties linked to the asset
3. A user can check claims made over that given asset
4. If there is a right conflict (overclaim for a given right type on a
given territory and period), the system will trigger a conflict
resolution workflow

Extensions

A CMO can fill claims on behalf of its affiliates

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-10

Title

Claim rights over a musical asset in batch

Description

A user may want to claim rights over a big amount of assets at a
time. There must be a specific workflow to handle that.

Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●
●

The user has to be identified by the system
All musical assets exist in the system

Post
conditions

●

A claim is made over a set of musical asset. All the actors
claiming rights over those assets will be notified about the new
claims. If there’s any conflict (overclaim), a conflict resolution
workflow will be launched for each conflict
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Main
Success
Scenario

1. The user gets the IDs of the assets of interest registered in the
system, by searching and downloading the results
2. The user, offline, prepares a file with claims for the set of assets
with all required information (right holder, right type, share,
territory, period)
3. The user uploads the file and submits the claims
4. The system communicates each claim to the asset registrant
and other interested parties linked to those assets
5. A user can check claims made over those given assets
6. If there is a right conflict (overclaim for a given right type on a
given territory and period), the system will trigger a conflict
resolution workflow

Extensions

A CMO can fill claims on behalf of its affiliates

Priority

Medium

3.1.5.6 Activity 6: Conflict Resolution

Figure 6: Music Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 6

ID

UC-MUSIC-11

Title

Resolve claim conflicts

Description

After users claim ownership for one or more registered assets, some
right conflicts may appear between them and other interested
parties. Bloomen must notify all these other interested parties and
make available all the required data to proceed with the conflict
resolution on the assets. After the conflict over an entity is resolved,
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right holder data in this entity will be modified to reflect the
agreements reached.
The platform will support reputation mechanisms to incentivise the
generation of valid and valuable right claims as well as claim
resolution actions, so active users that add value to the system are
rewarded and those who create noise are penalised.
The system must support a business process management (BPM)
tool to allow the creation of custom flows for complex validation
processes for the right conflict resolution.
Actor(s)

CMO Affiliate, CMO Admin

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Preconditions

●
●

Post
conditions

●
●

There are claiming conflicts between two or more interested
parties
Affected interested parties in conflict are notified
Right holder information is modified according to what has been
agreed by the interested parties
Users will be able to track all the claims over an asset and their
status

Main
Success
Scenario

1. The interested parties that created the right claims in conflict
receive a notification
2. They enter in a process for right conflict resolution, following the
specific workflow defined by the BPM tool
3. After an agreement is reached, the right holder information is
updated according to the output of the conflict resolution
process
4. All interested parties are informed of the new status

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High

3.1.5.7 Cross-activity Services
ID

UC-MUSIC-12

Title

Rights Management

Description

The system to facilitate the collecting and attaching of metadata to
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assets, actor profiles and actions/transactions.
Assets:

MW, SR

Actor(s)

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Rights

●
●
●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Asset contributions (performers)
Usage restrictions metadata
Licencing

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●

Rights Holder
Musical Asset > Musical Work > Core
Musical Asset > Sound Recordings > Core

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify (create) asset within the system
Add/associate metadata to asset
Publish metadata via adapter to CDN
Reconcile and harmonise metadata across adapters / CDNs

Extensions

Add new adapters and map rights across adapters

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-13

Title

Rights Versioning

Description

Versioning of rights metadata attached to assets, actor profiles and
actions/transactions.

Assets:

MW, SR

Actor(s)

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Rights

●
●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Asset contributions (performers)
Usage restrictions metadata
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Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

Rights Holder
Musical Asset > Musical Work > Core
Musical Asset > Sound Recordings > Core
Version information > blockchain

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify (locate) asset within the system
Update/associate metadata to asset
Publish metadata version via adapter to CDN
Add versioned record to blockchain

Extensions

Versioning and validation

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-14

Title

Rights Collaboration

Description

The system to facilitate the cosigning and validation of rights
metadata associated with assets, actor profiles and
actions/transactions.

Assets:

MW, SR

Actor(s)

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Rights

●
●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Asset contributions (performers)
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

Rights Holder
Musical Asset > Musical Work > Core
Musical Asset > Sound Recordings > Core
Digital signatures > blockchain

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1. Identify (locate) asset within the system
2. Add/approve metadata attached to asset
3. Circulate metadata via adapter to CDN
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Extensions

●

Priority

High

ID

UC-MUSIC-15

Title

Rights Metadata Privacy Control

Description

The system to facilitate authorisation and permission for use of
personal data to be associated with assets, actor profiles and
actions/transactions.

Assets:

MW, SR

Actor(s)

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Stakeholders

Creator, Publisher, Performer, Producer, CMO

Rights

●
●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Asset contributions (performers)
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

Rights Holder
Musical Asset > Musical Work > Core
Musical Asset > Sound Recordings > Core
Digital signatures > blockchain

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1. Identify (locate) asset within the system
2. Add/approve metadata attached to asset
3. Circulate metadata via adapter to CDN

Extensions

●
●
●
●

Priority

High

Co-signatory identity verification

Display and Acceptance of Privacy Policy
Detailing of and acceptance of uses and processing of data
Detailing and acceptance of distribution and sharing of data
Notification of user (data subject) rights
○ Data correction
○ Data visibility and restrictions
○ Right to be forgotten
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3.1.6 Requirements
Functional Requirements
ID

RF-MUS-1

Name

Asset Registration Manager

Description

Users shall be able to register musical assets, UI will be provided

Source

UC-MUSIC-2

ID

RF-MUS-2

Description

Users shall be able to register a set of assets in batch, UI will be
provided

Source

UC-MUSIC-3

ID

RF-MUS-3

Description

Bloomen Music should provide a musical asset search tool and the
respective UI.

Source

All use cases

ID

RF-MUS-4

Description

Users shall be able to check all the musical assets registered, UI will
be provided

Source

All use cases

ID

RF-MUS-5

Description

The system will register any change to the musical assets, so the
users can check the trace. Changes are: core metadata edition,
duplicate detection, edit request, link, merge, claim

Source

All use cases

Priority
Name

Batch Registration Manager

Priority
Name

High

Changelog

Priority
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Assets Explorer

Priority
Name

High

Asset Search

Priority
Name

High

High
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ID

RF-MUS-6

Name

Notification System

Description

Asset registrants should receive a notification every time a change is
registered in the changelog. Changes are: core metadata edition,
duplicate detection, edit request, link, merge, claim

Source

All use cases

ID

RF-MUS-7

Description

Bloomen Music should be able to perform an automatic search of
duplicated assets after individual and batch registration processes.

Source

UC-MUSIC-4

ID

RF-MUS-8

Description

User shall be able to edit the core metadata of the assets they have
registered by means of an edit request.

Source

UC-MUSIC-5

ID

RF-MUS-9

Description

Assets registrants shall be able to approve or reject the edit requests
filled by other users over their assets.

Source

UC-MUSIC-6, UC-MUSIC-8

ID

RF-MUS-10

Description

User shall be able to link source assets with targeted assets and
indicate the relation between them.

Source

UC-MUSIC-7

Priority
Name

Duplicate Search

Priority
Name

High

Link Assets

Priority
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Edition Request Management

Priority
Name

High

Core Metadata Edition

Priority
Name

High

Medium
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ID

RF-MUS-11

Name

Merge Assets

Description

After detecting duplicated assets, the system will send a link request
to the assets registrants. User shall be also able to merge source
assets with targeted assets and indicate the relation between them by
means of a link request.

Source

UC-MUSIC-7

ID

RF-MUS-12

Description

Assets registrants shall be able to approve or reject the edit requests
sent by the system or other users over their assets.

Source

UC-MUSIC-8

ID

RF-MUS-13

Description

Users shall be able to claim rights over one single musical asset or a
set of musical assets.

Source

UC-MUSIC-9, UC-MUSIC-10, UC-MUSIC-11

ID

RF-MUS-14

Description

Users shall be able to check (via UI) claims made over one or a set of
musical assets.

Source

UC-MUSIC-9, UC-MUSIC-10, UC-MUSIC-11

ID

RF-MUS-15

Description

Users shall be able to check (via UI) which conflicts resolution
procedures are still active and which ones have been completed

Source

UC-MUSIC-9, UC-MUSIC-10, UC-MUSIC-11

Priority
Name

Merging Request Management

Priority
Name

Name

Name
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High

Claiming

Priority

High

Claims Explorer

Priority

High

Conflict Resolution

Priority

High
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Non-Functional Requirements
ID

RNF-MUS-1

Name

Privacy Policies

Description

The system must allow the application of policies to access and share
data and ensure the privacy of users, with special care for users'
personal data.

Source

UC-MUSIC-1

Priority
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3.2 News pilot
3.2.1 Users, Stakeholders and Roles
The news pilot has the name Bloomen Photo. With this pilot we aim to provide a
simplified, reliable and trustable way to exchange photos for usage by media,
covering the complete workflow from creation of a photo to offering it to editors for
selection to additional administrative work in terms of metadata, contracts and payment.
What we are working on is a complete, yet simplified workflow from photo creation to
photo usage and subsequent compensation.
An underlying goal is to use blockchain features for a “fair” model, where both the
photographers and the media organizations are provided with benefits (more photos,
easier negotiation, automated (smart) contracts, automated payment, analytics for all
stakeholders).1 Currently both main stakeholders are facing issues: An estimated 60%
of photos are never paid for, posing a problem for the creators. Media organizations,
specifically the public broadcasters would want to pay reliably, but are often
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of digital assets being used every month (estimate
for DW is that the >600 editors use approximately 4.000 photos, illustrations, etc. every
month.
Bloomen Photo as an application/demonstrator will be successful, if two conditions are
provided:
(1) Creators (User Generated Content, photographers, photo agencies) are motivated
to interact with the news organization, based on a better system of ingestion and
attribution, combined with a smart contract or equivalent, resulting in fair and reliable
payment.
User Experience (what we wish the user will say about the application):
“With Bloomen Photo I can be sure that my attribution is honoured and that I will get a
compensation when my picture (or other contribution, later) is used/published”.
(2) Consumers (editors/news organizations will benefit from an automated process
resulting in a wider selection of photos. Editors don’t have to do anything, as the use of
a photo is automatically recorded and written back to a rights management system. For
internal organization, rights management and compensation processes are automated
based on blockchain traces.

1

A business canvas further defining our approach has been developed together with Worldline, to be
presented in other WPs. The key is that we have a “business” perspective which relates to the “technical”
perspective early in the project. Both key elements will be refined over time.
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User Experience: “We have more and better photos, based on partially
decentralized, easy way of ingesting, with much less manual work than before - using
blockchain-based identification/verification of creators combined with smart contracts
gives us more content, from reliable and high quality creators”.
Creators:
● Independent photographers
● Amateur photographers
● Witnesses to newsworthy events
● Owners of newsworthy media
Consumers:
● Public news media & broadcasters
● Commercial news media
● News agencies
● Media agencies
● Media groups
3.2.2 Data Models
The following table provides a first list of data elements that the application will need.
Preliminary Music Data Model
Users
Authorisation data (username, password, etc)
Name & Address
Settings (privacy, payments, etc)
Role (Consumer, Contributor)
Reputation (reputation of the user, can be applied to both creators and
media organisations over time)
Assets
Url (public file url)
Type of asset: UGC, photo, special photo
Rights (list of users that have rights using this file)
Owner (the owner of the file)
Date/time added
Price (price to pay for publishing rights)
Usage rights time (how long?)
Usage rights region (where in the world?)
Analytics (number of views, likes, etc)
Keywords
Description
Geo-coordinates
Hash for organisation
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Transaction

From
To
Date
Amount

3.2.3 Rights Management
Each asset has metadata describing the resource and rights associated with it.
In support of this use case the following objectives exist related to rights metadata:
1) Creation and curation of resource metadata with a special focus on assertion and
management of rights.
2) In order to communicate with multiple distribution services, rights data need to be
normalised and content creators given ownership of maintaining their rights.
3) Add additional rights metadata to describe business usage rules such as licenses
to enable asset to be utilised in derivative works.
4) Distribute rights metadata to facilitate claim assertion and conflict resolution.
Content distributors all have different standards for holding rights metadata. In order to
help content creators to manage and distribute this metadata we can provide a system
to consolidate and normalise rights across those standards, allowing content creators to
have a central repository of their metadata that can be transformed to the correct target
schema. This system needs to be extendable to support adding new distributers and
content distributors and their schemas.
Extension of rights metadata beyond existing systems could allow for automated
support of contract negotiation, collaboration and automated payments.
This extended rights metadata can be used for the creation of new open networks and
business models. Management of the rights metadata can be shared between
collaborators (Creators, Publisher, ...) and finalised by digitally signing the resource and
its associated metadata.
3.2.4 Security and Privacy
While the data model as a whole is built on the idea of open-ness - e.g. the records of
photo use can be checked for consistency, there is a need to implement security and
privacy measures for all users.
These should be state-of-the-art to avoid hacking into accounts. Specifically we need to
foresee and define how to shelter users against unwanted exposure, e.g. through hacks
of the hashes or identity theft. Finally, we will adhere to the rules of GDPR, though it
should be understood that the profiles we generate about users are based on user
consent which is asked for at the time of registration. Further though the project should
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avoid sharing the profiles of the users with outside parties, or being very transparent
about such actions.
3.2.5 Activities
Activities in the news pilot are for the most part similar in structure to the music pilot.
Though the structure is, to an extent, the same there are some notable differences.
We have identified the following six activities in the News Pilot, which are then broken
down into basic use cases:
1. Identification
2. Registration of visual assets
4. Metadata
3. API
4. CMS
5. Smart Contract
6. Statistic Module
Following is a “complete” model of the Bloomen use case pilot. The idea is to firstly
create a basic, but working end-to-end demonstrator, and then work on modules in
further iterations. The technical partners expect to identify additional features and
complexities based on edge cases.
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Figure 7: News Pilot – General Diagram
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3.2.5.1 Activity 1: Picture Related Blockchain Recording

Figure 8: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 1

ID

UC-PHOTO-1

Title

Creator and User Identity

Description

Actors:
(1) A creator (photographer) identifies himself with name, address,
contact, artist name, bank account or cryptocurrency wallet. Key
result is a unique identifier of the creator, represented as a
hash which leads to the information above to match the
photographer with his/her works.
(2) A media organization identifies itself as a user of photos
available via the Bloomen photo feed/API.. It provides
credentials, including an available budget to be spent for photos
as an option. Key result is a unique identifier of the
“consumer” which can be matched to the photos used and
help to initiate payment to multiple creators.

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions

Current status: Intention is to re-use a Kendraio app created for the
music use case (update claims on multiple music platforms)
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Post
conditions

●
●
●
●
●
●

Identity of a photographer is complete, verifiable and unique
Identity of the consumer is complete, verifiable and unique
Identity can be managed decentralized by all actors
Option to update personal data for multiple
consumers/broadcasting contact and identity
Possibility to match between identity and assets.
Set conditions for photos:
○ General license
○ Excluded license
○ Identify/set high value content
○ Payment terms
○ Usage rights, exclusives

Main
Success
Scenario

Make it much easier to communicate identity, conditions and provide
a verifiable information to initiate payments between actors

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High

3.2.5.2 Activity 2: Image Upload and license

Figure 9: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 2
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ID

UC-PHOTO-2

Title

Upload image and create Blockchain hash

Description

To connect any digital asset or file to a unique, blockchain recorded
hash, which can then connect to a similar hash for identification of
either the creator or the consumer.
The actual storage of assets is assumed to be on existing cloud
storage solutions, e.g. Dropbox, Flickr or others.

Actor(s)

Creators

Preconditions

Existence of the identifier, connection between multiple hashes for
assets and the hash for the identification.
We assume that Bloomen will usually not store the image itself,
instead we aim to tap into existing storage solutions.

Post
conditions






Main
Success
Scenario

Adding a unique, blockchain stored hasn to every asset (for now:
photo).

Extensions

Connection to Smart contract
Collection of statistics for reporting

Priority

High

Hash of image is created
Record of the image metadata
Connection to creator is established
Record of the upload with the image id hash is stored on the
blockchain
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3.2.5.3 Activity 3: Availability of assets through API

Figure 10: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 3

ID

UC-PHOTO-3

Title

View images through API in CMS

Description

The API enables editors to view available images in the local CMS.
This is important to enable very quick selection, avoiding provision of
yet another external platform where an editor would have to login.
This is enabled through an API which channels the photo preview
from the external repository or cloud storage (e.g. Google Photos,
Dropbox) through the Bloomen system and enables selection for use
in publications.
The Bloomen role is to provide three unique hashes, as described in
the above activities. For the creator, for each photo and for the
consumer. With these information elements we can initiate the
exchange and then further manage triggering the smart contract and
initiate payments.

Actor(s)

Consumers
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Preconditions

●
●
●
●

Identity of photographer is known (decentralised)
Conditions are known (contract variation)
A blockchain based hash or equivalent must be present for
each photo
(Potentially, later) Use method to enrich metadata (as shown
by Kendraio, based on Chrome plug-in)

Post
conditions

●

Generate this information: “This photo (hash) from
photographer (hash) can be used by consumer (hash) for:
(Conditions of contract)
Steps:
● Photo can be viewed in CMS
● Photo is ingested into CMS
● Photo is recorded in smart contract for remuneration
● Use of picture is recorded: Viewed, selected, published.
● Combination of creator hash (who) and the asset (what) is
always present and available
● Both hashes can connect to a smart contract or equivalent
● Consumer can pay for the image to use it (suggestion: Is done
pre-usage, then mostly automated to reduce time needed for
this).
● Two APIs based on Blockchain hashes to (a) photographer
and (b) for the actual photos

Main
Success
Scenario

●
●
●
●
●

Editors have highly usable, timely selection of photos
Consumers have wider selection
Usage of photo is recorded in decentralized blockchain
Triggers automatic smart contract process, reducing additional
work in terms of recording the usage for payment
Triggers automated compensation

Extensions

See Chrome plug-in from Kendraio

Priority

High
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3.2.5.4 Activity 4: Smart Contracts and Payments

Figure 11: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 4

ID

UC-PHOTO-4

Title

Smart contracts

Description

We assume three types of contracts:
(1) Free usage, but with consent of the creator
(2) Standard photo license
(3) Special license for special photos

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions

●
●
●
●

Identity is known
Asset has hash
Asset is used (published)
Smart contract

Post
conditions

●
●

Contract executed
Payment made

Main
Success
Scenario

●

Smart Contracts should reduce the internal work for everyone
involved significantly.
In future iterations the functionality of the smart contracts will
be extended iteratively

●
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Extensions

See Chrome plug-in from Kendraio

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-5

Title

Pay for image through Smart Contract

Description

Pay for the right to use an image

Actor(s)

Consumers

Preconditions

●
●

Image uploaded by owner
Hash traces usage back to blockchain of (a) photographers
and (b) their assigned photo collection

Post
conditions

●

Consumer is now saved in the database as having rights for
the image
Transaction is saved on the blockchain

●
Main
Success
Scenario

Degree of automation, reducing consumers work steps (we can
show that in a comparison before/after. DW can provide the current
steps needed to use one photo. Then, in the demo, we show that we
can do it with e.g. 50% less steps, because of blockchain features.
(We can calculate projected income for photographers, separately.
Goal here: “Blockchain for the public good, ensuring that individual
rights are honored, better/reliable pay for photographers as key
benefit.”

Extensions

●

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-6

Title

Add licenced consumer

Description

The owner of an image can give rights to a consumer

Actor(s)

Contributors

Visualizing photo rights (UGC, professional, high value) - as an
interface approach/sorting/selection variation
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Preconditions

●

Image uploaded by owner (to cloud based repository)

Post
conditions

●

Consumer is now saved in the database as having rights for
the image
Transaction is saved on the blockchain

●
Main
Success
Scenario

Less work for everyone involved:
● Photographer sets rights generally
● Sets attribution conditions
● Sets rights for per country/global usage
● Sets rights for re-use
● Sets rights/price for special photos (e.g. auction only)

Extensions

●

Priority

High

Connectors (1-2) to cloud storage

3.2.5.5 Activity 5: Contributor Management
This activity encloses all steps needed to evaluate either a creator or a consumer over
time. This includes the initial identification, the ingestion of assets and the gathering of
conditions for the “smart contract”. The main goal is to provide creators with overview of
revenue over time - e.g.: How successful is your offering? How many consumers did (a)
select a photo and (b) actually published a photo and how do you compare to all others.

Figure 12: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 5
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ID

UC-PHOTO-7

Title

Vote contributor “Reputation over time”

Description

The consumer can upvote or downvote a contributor based on their
interaction. The idea is to let “very good” photographers rise to the
top, based on good work (e.g. photo quality, photo availability per
region (e.g. “best photo source for Cairo, Tahir place”, “best photo
source for Homs, Syria, reliable, not fake”, etc.

Actor(s)

Consumers

Preconditions

●
●
●
●
●
●

Post
conditions

●
●

Identification hash
Asset hash
Actual uploads of assets being available to consumers in CMS
Number of pictures viewed, stored (e.g. for a lightbox) and
published
Smart Contract settings
Payments
Data points collected for a user profile, in relation to all users
on the system
Contributor reputation updated

Main
Success
Scenario

Providing a clear overview based on statistical analysis for the
individual creator, as a means of comparison and information.
Motivate creators and consumers to use the system.

Extensions

●

Priority

Low

Identification

3.2.5.6 Activity 6: Data Analytics
Based on the workflow we plan to have several statistical views for the application as a
whole and for specific components. The specifics of the needed views will be defined
later in the project. But it is important to keep in mind the need for data analytics over
time, which is why this activity is listed here as an early indicator of future features and
modules.
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Figure 13: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 6

ID

UC-PHOTO-8

Title

View image analytics

Description

Both creators and consumers can see usage of pictures over time,
in different views (reference: UML diagram)

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions

●
●
●
●

Usage of picture (total uses)
Usage by region
Usage over time
Image rights needed

Post
conditions

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Creator: How often where my photos used?
Consumer: Photos we used, from whom and when?
Admin stats: Backend, all data points
User stats, per creator
Consumer stats, per media organization
Smart Contracts stats
Payment stats

Main
Success
Scenario

Having good and comprehensible data analysis overview, helping to
understand the benefits of blockchain-based photo management
system.

Extensions

Use existing analytics platform, if possible

Priority

Low
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3.2.5.7 Cross-activity Services
ID

UC-PHOTO-9

Title

Rights management for photos

Description

Creators can set specific attributes for the usage rights.
It should be possible for consumers to request a change of the rights
for a photo or be notified when a right changes, for adaptation of
already used pictures.

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Clear definition of usage rights based on three pillars:
○ UGC - free, but with or without attribution
○ Photographer - see below
○ Special photo - special settings, pricing
Usage rights per consumer or group of consumers
Usage rights for period (how long)
Usage rights for region (where)
Usage rights for re-use (2nd use)
Specific rights settings (e.g. “Keep source anonymous” for
reports from “hot zones”)
Basic model can be based on system used for Creative
Commons (as a start)
○ CC
○ CC-BY
○ CC-BY-NoDerivatives
○ etc.
Bulk rights setting should be possible (e.g. “Change the rights
for all photos from Cyprus 2018 to x”)

Post
conditions

●
●

Main
Success
Scenario

Rights clearance in a new, distribute, decentralized way, based on
blockchain hashes. This is valuable if the database creates a higher
trust in the system, related to a system or database being run as an
internal system just by Deutsche Welle.

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High

Usage rights are automatically written into a smart contract.
Should there be changes, there will be a report which can be
reviewed.
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ID

UC-PHOTO-10

Title

Rights Versioning for photos

Description

Versioning of rights metadata attached to images.

Actor(s)

Creators

Stakeholders

Creators

Rights

●
●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Asset contributions (Photographer)
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

User > Authorisation data
Media > Rights
Media > Owner
Version information > blockchain

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify (locate) asset within the system
Update/associate metadata to asset
Publish metadata version via adapter to CDN
Add versioned record to blockchain

Extensions

Versioning and validation

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-11

Title

Rights Collaboration for photos

Description

The system to facilitate the cosigning and validation of rights
metadata associated with assets, actor profiles and
actions/transactions.

Actor(s)

Creators

Stakeholders

Creator, Consumers

Rights

●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Usage restrictions metadata
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Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

Rights Holder
Media > Rights
Media > Owner
Digital signatures > blockchain

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1. Identify (locate) asset within the system
2. Add/approve metadata attached to asset
3. Circulate metadata via adapter to CDN

Extensions

●

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-12

Title

Rights Metadata Privacy Control for photos

Description

The system to facilitate authorisation and permission for use of
personal data to be associated with assets, actor profiles and
actions/transactions.

Actor(s)

Creator, Consumers

Stakeholders

Creator, Consumers

Rights

●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

Rights Holder
Media > Rights
Media > Owner
Digital signatures > blockchain

Services

●

Content Distribution networks (CDN)

Mechanism

1. Identify (locate) asset within the system
2. Add/approve metadata attached to asset
3. Circulate metadata via adapter to CDN

Extensions

●
●
●

Co-signatory identity verification

Display and Acceptance of Privacy Policy
Detailing of and acceptance of uses and processing of data
Detailing and acceptance of distribution and sharing of data
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●

Notification of user (data subject) rights
○ Data correction
○ Data visibility and restrictions
○ Right to be forgotten

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-13

Title

Security and Privacy

Description

Use innovative elements of blockchain to manage security (e.g.
mask the user identity for outside)
Shelter system as a whole from hacks (e.g. issues with blockchain
exchanges resulting in losing assets/cryptocurreny)
Bloomen Photo security assumes that there will be modules or
specific set-ups, specifically for private blockchains, which can
provide a high level of security (e.g. avoiding that someone re-writes
rights and user attribution to siphon of payments).

Actor(s)

Consumers, Creators

Preconditions

System as a whole is initially set up, allowing for specific precautions
and technology to ensure that tampering with the data is not
possible.

Post
conditions

Modules to ensure that user information remains private where
needed.

Main
Success
Scenario

A state-of-the-art, yet partially decentralized system, which
addresses certain possible security threats (e.g. the case where a
hacker can re-route or re-assign identities or assets without
permission).

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High
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3.2.6 Requirements
Functional Requirements
ID

RF-PH-1

Name

Upload image

Description

Bloomen Photo allows uploading images.

Source

UC-PHOTO-1

ID

RF-PH-2

Description

Bloomen Photo allows contributors to set a price for one or all
uploaded pictures (smart contract).

Source

UC-PHOTO-1

ID

RF-PH-3

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow consumers to browse through uploaded
images.

Source

UC-PHOTO-2

ID

RF-PH-4

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow consumers to search uploaded images
by keyword.

Source

UC-PHOTO-2

ID

RF-PH-5

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow consumers to filter through uploaded
images.

Source

UC-PHOTO-2

Priority
Name

Set image price

Priority
Name

High

Filter images

Priority
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Search for images

Priority
Name

High

Browse images

Priority
Name

High

High
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ID

RF-PH-6

Name

Buy image rights

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow consumers to pay for an image’s owner
for publishing rights, so they can use it publicly.

Source

UC-PHOTO-3

ID

RF-PH-7

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow the owner of an image to manually give
publishing rights to a consumer

Source

UC-PHOTO-4

ID

RF-PH-8

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow the consumers to upvote or downvote a
contributor based on their experience with them.

Source

UC-PHOTO-5

ID

RF-PH-9

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow the consumers to view statistics about
the use of an image they have published.

Source

UC-PHOTO-6

Priority
Name

Give image rights

Priority
Name

High

Vote contributor

Priority
Name

High

High

View analytics

Priority

High

Non-Functional Requirements
ID

RNF-PH-1

Name

Set privacy settings

Description

Bloomen Photo should allow contributors to adjust their privacy
settings, such as attribution upon publishing of an image they own.

Source

All use cases

Priority
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ID

RNF-PH-2

Name

Workflow efficiency

Description

The workflow described can be compared with current workflows, and
it must be more efficient

Source

All use cases

ID

RNF-PH-3

Description

Payments must be reliable, e.g. how a case of paid use is
established, the transparency of usage vs. revenue for all involved
partners.

Source

All use cases

Priority
Name

High

Reliability of payments

Priority

High

Additional non-functional requirements will be identified after the initial demonstrator has
been developed.
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3.3 Web TV pilot
3.3.1 Users, Stakeholders and Roles
Media Suppliers:
● Production Companies - media copyright owners. They will put media on the
platform or do it via a media distributor. They may share rights with Television
Networks.
● Media Distributors - agents to facilitate media distribution, can put media on the
platform on behalf of production companies and television networks.
● Independent content creators. They can provide copyrighted content to the
platform though a KYC might not be sufficient to prove they own the copyrights.
Media Suppliers and Consumers:
● Television Networks - media copyright owners. They will put media on the
platform or do it via a media distributor. They may share rights with Production
Companies. They may purchase broadcast rights from the platform.
● Streaming (WebTV) Platforms -media copyright owners. They will put media on
the platform or do it via a media distributor. They may share rights with
production companies. They may purchase broadcast rights from the platform
Media Consumer:
● Media Content Consumers. Will be purchasing and streaming copyrighted
content via the platform.
3.3.2 Data Models
The following table provides a first list of data elements that the application will need.
Preliminary Music Data Model
Users
Contains all necessary information of the user of the system.
 Authorization data [username & password]
 Role (can be a consumer,a copyright owner or both)
 KYC documents
 Financial information
 Wallet data and public addresses
Assets
An entity that represents copyrighted content available
commercialization, distribution and access.
Video Content:
 Video Title
 Year of production
 Production company name
 Available subtitles (by language)
 File location (URL)
 Tags for indexing
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 Video Analytics (Views, Likes, etc)
 Hash
Rights
An entity that represents the information of a rights holder for an
Holder
asset.
 Name
 Contact Information
 Role
 Rights Type
 Territory
 Start Date
 End Date
Tokenization Entities which represent store of value, means of reimbursements as
well as cryptographic delivery of the content.
 Virtual Currency
 Transaction Info (Source, Destination, Amount, Timestamp,
Transaction Hash)
 Video Server Delivery Access Control
3.3.3 Rights Management
Each asset has metadata associated with describing the resource and rights associated
with it.
In support of this use case the following objectives exist related to rights metadata:
1) Creation and curation of resource metadata with a special focus on assertion and
management of rights.
2) In order to communicate with multiple distribution services, rights data need to be
normalised and content creators given ownership of maintaining their rights.
3) Add additional rights to help create an open system for automated contract
negotiations (smart contract) allowing content creators and content consumers to
use automated systems for negotiating usage of the asset and automation of
payment.
4) Distribute rights metadata to facilitate claim assertion and conflict resolution.
Content distributors all have different standards for holding rights metadata. In order to
help content creators to manage and distribute this metadata we can provide a system
to consolidate and normalise rights across those standards, allowing content creators to
have a central repository of their metadata that can be transformed to the correct target
schema. This system needs to be extendable to support adding new distributers and
content distributors and their schemas.
Extension of rights metadata beyond existing systems could allow for automated
support of contract negotiation, collaboration and automated payments.
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This extended rights metadata can be used for the creation of new open networks and
business models.
Management of the rights metadata can be shared between collaborators (Creators,
Publisher, ...) and finalised by digitally signing the resource and its associated
metadata. The signature will be suitable for storing on the blockchain and support
versioning.
The process will also facilitate the management of the content creators’ consent to
processing and distribution of their personal data and provide them with the facilities to
rectify their personal data and have their personal data removed from the system.
3.3.4 Security and Privacy
Several security and privacy aspects have been identified for this pilot:
 Security of personal and financial data must be outside of the blockchain. Private
database has security risks.
 Privacy of end-users must be preserved by not storing consumption of content
according to their public address.
 Transaction spoofing must be prevented.
 Transfer of funds must have safeguards:
o Blockchain public address must be of X amount of characters to proceed.
o Copy button for personal wallet public address.
 Consumption parameters must be in place:
o Consumption by wallet (availability of private key), not by Device ID or IP.
o Only one instance of video delivery per transaction at the same time.
3.3.5 Activities
Three different activities have been identified for the WebTV pilot:
1) Content and User Identification
2) Structured relationship between content providers and end users
3) Structured relationship between business users of the platform
In the following sections, these activities are broken down into basic use cases.
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3.3.5.1 Activity 1: Content and User Identification

Figure 14: WebTV Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 1

ID

UC-WTV-1

Title

Access WebTV System

Description

Registration of users and assets

Actor(s)

All platform users: Media Suppliers and/or Consumers

Preconditions

●
●
●

Media Supplier has assets to offer.
An asset can be episodes, license sharing, copyrights transfer.
Media Consumers can identify themselves when completing
KYC information.

Post
conditions

●

Media Suppliers and/or Consumers have created their accounts
(including wallets) and can access the platform through their
account login.
Media Suppliers have registered assets on the platform.
Only KYC-approved Media Consumers can request to purchase
Media Supplier’s assets.

●
●
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Main
Success
Scenario

Media Supplier and/or Consumers want to register themselves and
their first assets on the platform.
They register themselves by creating an account (including wallet)
and log into the platform.
A user's wallet includes their digital address, balance and history of
transactions which proves their media consumption.
A Media Supplier registers and uploads their asset.
The Video Copyright Consortium - a WebTV System background
service - confirms the asset’s copyrights by interacting with their
private database.
A Media Consumer wants to purchase the Media Supplier’s assets.
They complete the KYC information i.e. hashes of their audience
size with its proof.
The Media Supplier either approves or rejects the Consumer’s KYC
information.

Extensions

●

Priority

High

When registering an asset, it should go through the ‘check
existence’ process which is based on availability of similar
content as a % of the availability of the Title characters as well
as other parameters such as “season number” and “year of
production”.
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3.3.5.2 Activity 2: Structured relationship between content providers and end users

Figure 15: WebTV Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 2

ID

UC-WTV-2

Title

The Core B2C Relationship

Description

Interaction between Supplier and Consumer

Actor(s)

Media Distributors, Production Companies, Television Networks,
Streaming (WebTV) Platforms, Independent Content Creators,
Media Content Consumers

Preconditions

● Media Suppliers and/or Consumers have created their accounts
(including wallets) and can access the platform.
● Media Suppliers have registered and uploaded assets on the
platform.
● Only KYC-approved Media Consumers can request to purchase
Media Supplier’s assets.

Post
conditions

● Asset is purchased by Media Content Consumer. E.g. episode
is purchased and available on landing page, license is
purchased and shared with the Consumer, copyrights are
purchased and transferred to the Consumer.
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Main
Success
Scenario

A Media Supplier wants to offer an asset.
An asset can be episodes, license sharing, copyrights transfer.
The Supplier creates a smart contract offering the asset. Their digital
address and all asset's attributes, such as title, URL, year of
production, season number (if applicable), fixed price and other
payment requirements are included in this smart contract.
A Media Consumer wants to purchase that asset.
First, they fulfil the asset's payment requirements, including that their
wallet balance should be higher than the asset's fixed cost price and
the reason for purchasing the asset from the Supplier.
Then, they deploy the above smart contract and the trading takes
place.
A notification is sent to the Supplier for the smart contract
deployment.
The Media Consumer can view the purchased content.
Additionally, the Media Consumer can be part of the mining process
(Proof of Work or Proof of View).
When their PC mining succeeds, the Media Consumer earns tokens
directly into their wallet.
An Independent Content Creator actually offers their content for free
and it is up to the Media Consumer to support them financially
through a token donation/tipping mechanism.

Extensions

●

●

Priority

The Media Supplier should create a new smart contract for
offering the same asset (this is not applicable when selling is
about transferring copyrights), since the first one was deployed
by Business "B".
Different payment requirements are applied to different assets.
Although the Consumer is already KYC-approved, they have to
accept additional requirements concerning an asset before
purchasing it, named "payment requirements".

High
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3.3.5.3 Activity 3: Structured relationship between business users of the platform

Figure 16: WebTV Pilot – Use Case Diagram of Activity 3

ID

UC-WTV-3

Title

The Core B2B Relationship

Description

Interaction between business users of the platform

Actor(s)

Business users of the platform: Media Distributors, Production
Companies, Television Networks, Streaming (WebTV) Platforms

Preconditions

●
●
●

Media Suppliers and/or Consumers have created their accounts
(including wallets) and can access the platform.
Media Suppliers have registered assets on the platform.
Only KYC-approved Media Consumers can request to purchase
Media Supplier’s assets.

Post
conditions

●

Main
Success
Scenario

Business "A" wants to trade an asset as a Media Supplier.
An asset can be episodes, license sharing, copyrights transfer.
Business "A" creates a smart contract offering the asset. Their digital
address and all asset's attributes, such as title, URL, year of

Asset is purchased by Business "B" (business in Consumer
role). E.g. episode is purchased and available on landing page,
license is purchased and shared with Business "B", copyrights
are purchased and transferred to Business "B".
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production, season number (if applicable), fixed price and other
payment requirements are included in this smart contract.
A Business "B" wants to purchase that asset as a Media Consumer.
First, Business "B" fulfills the asset's payment requirements,
including that their wallet balance should be higher than the fixed
cost price and the reason for purchasing the asset from the Supplier.
Then, they deploy the above smart contract and the trading takes
place.
A notification is sent to Business "A" for the smart contract
deployment.
Extensions

●

●

Priority

Business "A" should create a new smart contract for offering the
same asset (this is not applicable when selling is about
transferring copyrights), since the first one was deployed by
Business "B".
Different payment requirements are applied to different assets.
Although the Consumer is already KYC-approved, they have to
accept additional requirements concerning an asset before
purchasing it, named "payment requirements".

Medium

3.3.5.4 Cross-activity Services
ID

UC-WTV-4

Title

Rights Versioning for media

Description

Versioning of rights metadata attached to media.

Actor(s)

Media Suppliers

Stakeholders

Media suppliers and consumers

Rights

●
●
●

Asset ownership (creators)
Asset contributions (contributors)
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

User > Authorisation data
Assets > Video Content
Rights Holder
Version information > blockchain
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Services

●

Media Suppliers

Mechanism

1.
2.
3.
4.

Identify (locate) asset within the system
Update/associate metadata to asset
Publish metadata version via adapter to CDN
Add versioned record to blockchain

Extensions

Versioning and validation

Priority

High

ID

UC-WTV-5

Title

Rights Collaboration for media

Description

The system to facilitate the co-signing and validation of rights
metadata associated with assets, content owners profiles and
actions/transactions.

Actor(s)

Media Suppliers

Stakeholders

Media Suppliers and Consumers

Rights

●
●

Asset ownership
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

User > Authorisation data
Assets > Video Content
Rights Holder
Version information > blockchain

Services

●

Media suppliers and consumers

Mechanism

1. Identify (locate) asset within the system
2. Add/approve metadata attached to asset
3. Circulate metadata to Media suppliers and consumers

Extensions

●

Priority

High

Co-signatory identity verification
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ID

UC-WTV-6

Title

Rights Metadata Privacy Control for media

Description

The system to facilitate authorisation and permission for use of
personal data to be associated with assets, actor profiles and
actions/transactions.

Actor(s)

Media Suppliers and Consumers

Stakeholders

Media Suppliers and Consumers

Rights

●
●

Asset ownership
Usage restrictions metadata

Data Model
Objects

●
●
●
●

User > Authorisation data
Assets > Video Content
Rights Holder
Version information > blockchain

Services

●

Media suppliers and consumers

Mechanism

1. Identify (locate) asset within the system
2. Add/approve metadata attached to asset
3. Circulate metadata to Media suppliers and consumers

Extensions

●
●
●
●

●

Priority

Display and Acceptance of Privacy Policy
Detailing of and acceptance of uses and processing of data
Detailing and acceptance of distribution and sharing of data
Notification of user (data subject) rights
○ Data correction
○ Data visibility and restrictions
○ Right to be forgotten
DMCA compliant video delivery. Will have appropriate methods
for sending copyright takedown notices in the case of a
copyright dispute.

High
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3.3.6 Requirements
Functional Requirements
ID

RF-WTV-1

Name

User Registration

Description

Every user (either Media Supplier and/or Consumer) must be able to
register to the WebTV System for the first and only time.

Source

UC-WTV-1

ID

RF-WTV-2

Description

Every user must be able to create a new account on the blockchain
network.

Source

UC-WTV-1

ID

RF-WTV-3

Description

Every user's account creation includes the automatic creation of their
digital wallet.

Source

UC-WTV-1

ID

RF-WTV-4

Description

Every user's balance and list of transactions is listed in their digital
wallet.

Source

All use cases

ID

RF-WTV-5

Description

A user (as a Media Consumer) must be able to provide their KYC
information to the WebTV System.

Source

UC-WTV-1

Priority
Name

Create Account

Priority
Name

High

KYC Insertion

Priority
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View Wallet

Priority
Name

High

Create Wallet

Priority
Name

High
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ID

RF-WTV-6

Name

KYC Approval

Description

A user (as a Media Supplier) must be able to approve the KYC
information of a Consumer.

Source

UC-WTV-1

ID

RF-WTV-7

Description

A user must be able to purchase a product/asset by creating a new
blockchain transaction.

Source

UC-WTV-2, UC-WTV-3

ID

RF-WTV-8

Description

A user must be able to contribute to the mining process.

Source

UC-WTV-2

ID

RF-WTV-9

Description

A user must be able to have a possibility to earn tokens when
contributing to the mining process.

Source

UC-WTV-2

Priority
Name

Purchase Product

Priority
Name

High

Mining Algorithm

Priority
Name

High

High

Earn Tokens

Priority

High

Non-Functional Requirements
ID

RNF-WTV-1

Name

Permissioned Blockchain

Description

WebTV System's blockchain network must be of permissioned type.

Source

All use cases

ID

RNF-WTV-2

Description

WebTV System's blockchain must support smart contracts.

Source

All use cases

Priority
Name

Smart Contracts

Priority
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3.4 Generic Technical Requirements
3.4.1 Users, Stakeholders and Roles
Blockchain administrator should be able to log in to the BBP and take the following
actions when necessary:
 create and deploy a smart contract with specific functionality
 issue certificates for one or more users or assets
 grant permissions to one or more users to enter the blockchain network and its
private channels,
 do all kinds of CRUD functionalities, e.g. create a new user or delete one, read
an asset's license, and others
 protect users’ copyrights when duplicate records occur: need of an image
recognition algorithm able to warn the admin about republishing media content;
or by comparing year of production, season number, and other content
information as long as there is no malicious user in the blockchain network

Figure 17: Use Case Diagram for Blockchain Administrator

3.4.2 Requirements
The following generic technical requirements have been identified for the BBP:
 Permissioned blockchain for privacy: in order to hide organization’s blockchain
network activity from public (i.e. unauthorized parties). Here, only authorized
members can enter the blockchain network.
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Smart contract support: in order to automatically execute transactions (i.e.
without intermediate’s approval), ownership transfer or copyright acquisition and
management, purchasing an asset, create a new token and use it for
transactions (like a cryptocurrency), etc.
Transactions per second (tps) should be from 10-15 to 1000-2000: in order to
serve multiple requests at the same time; our platform should scale that much to
process all kinds of transactions, such as simple transactions, simple smart
contracts or many that call one another, etc.
Single profile/account with digital wallet available to every participant (e.g. endusers, companies, website owners, content providers, etc): in order to browse
BBP, make payments, buy a product or an asset, buy/manage ownership or
copyrights, etc.
Anonymous Identity (ID) for every party that wants to hide their real/private
information from transaction tracing (not all Use Cases, needs global
implementation): in order to provide anonymity, the BBP is aware of the private
information of a party, provides an anonymous ID and it allows the party’s
transactions to happen only through this without revealing any other information
in the permissioned blockchain network.
Mining algorithm in our platform; providing incentive for the end users to be
active and not malicious in our blockchain network
Privacy and anonymization requirements; privacy by design is an essential
implementation principle of the project; user private data will not be revealed
outside the blockchain network as the latter will be permissioned; additionally, in
order to anonymize the user identity opposite to content providers or other users
being part of the permissioned blockchain, an external well-known certificate
authority (e.g. a public entity or a bank service) could verify the true identity of the
user and provide them a user hash-ID which will be the only identification used to
interact further with the system.

Functional Requirements
ID

RF-GT-1

Name

Blockchain Administrator Login

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to log in to the BBP platform.

Source

All pilots

ID

RF-GT-2

Priority
Name

High

Blockchain Administrator Creates Smart Contracts

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to create a smart contract
with specific targeted functionality.

Source

All pilots

Priority
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ID

RF-GT-3

Name

Blockchain Administrator Deploys Smart Contracts

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to deploy a smart contract
with specific targeted functionality.

Source

All pilots

ID

RF-GT-4

Priority
Name

High

Blockchain Administrator Issues Certificates

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to issue certificates for one or
more users or assets.

Source

All pilots

ID

RF-GT-5

Priority
Name

High

Blockchain Administrator Grants Permissions

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to grant permissions to one
or more users to enter the blockchain network.

Source

All pilots

ID

RF-GT-6

Priority
Name

High

Blockchain Administrator CRUD

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to do all kinds of CRUD
functionalities, e.g. create a new user or delete one, read an asset's
license, and others.

Source

All pilots

ID

RF-GT-7

Priority
Name

High

Blockchain Administrator Right Protection

Description

A blockchain administrator must be able to protect the users'
copyrights when duplicate records occur.

Source

All pilots

Priority
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Non-Functional Requirements
ID

RNF-GT-1

Name

Privacy by design Logic

Description

Privacy by design must be the implementation logic of BBP in order to
protect user private data from unwilling public exposure or
exploitation.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-2

Priority
Name

High

Privacy by design Data Anonymization

Description

Privacy for data collection in order to anonymize sensitive data when
necessary and separate data on or off-chain.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-3

Priority
Name

High

Privacy by design Data Separation

Description

Privacy for data collection in order to separate data on or off-chain.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-4

Priority
Name

High

Privacy by design Data Storage

Description

Privacy for data storage in order to encrypt data and de-associate
data with personalized identities.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-5

Priority
Name

High

Privacy by design Data Sharing and Processing

Description

Privacy on sharing and processing data by deploying data privacy
policies as well as pairing Single Sign On on or off-chain using
deliberated authentication and authorization schemes.

Source

All pilots

Priority
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ID

RNF-GT-6

Name

Privacy by design Blockchain Timestamping

Description

Satisfying user's right to be forgotten by exploiting blockchain for
timestamping while reserving data off-chain.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-7

Priority
Name

High

Smart Contract Support

Description

Bloomen Blockchain Platform should support smart contracts.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-8

Priority
Name

High

User Digital Wallet

Description

A digital wallet must be created for every user that interacts with the
BBP and makes transactions.

Source

All pilots

ID

RNF-GT-9

Priority
Name

High

Anonymous Personalization

Description

Anonymous ID is offered to a user in order to hide any private
information from the blockchain network.

Source

UC-WTV-*

ID

RNF-GT-10

Name

Priority

High

Incentive Consensus Algorithm

Description

A consensus algorithm is offered providing incentive for the end users
to be active and not malicious in our blockchain network.

Source

All pilots

Priority
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4 Pilots Operation, Milestones and Timeline Plan
4.1 Music pilot
4.1.1 Administrative Procedures
Objectives
This pilot will implement the Bloomen Music infrastructure focusing on two aspects:
1. On one side we want to test the capabilities of a decentralised and distributed
ledger of music rights from a technical point of view. The aim of the pilot is to
deploy a system for CMOs and their associates to manage in a traceable and
auditable way all the music assets of those who are the rights owners. This
would lighten a lot of processing of big amounts of metadata and rights.
2. On the other side we want to test the capabilities of Bloomen from a logic and
business point of view. In this scenario we want to measure the capacity of the
Bloomen platform to manage large amounts of metadata and rights splits and
provide service to big size music industry organisations such as CMOs.
Location and Network
Music pilot will be executed by one or more CMOs. These organizations count with tens
of thousands of associates. Music pilot will deploy a distributed ledger of music rights.
Stakeholder Involvement and User Recruitment
 Stakeholders. The main stakeholders for the Music pilot will be BMAT in
collaboration with a cluster of European CMOs, most likely Polaris Nordic.
However, this is not confirmed yet, and if Polaris Nordic cannot join the pilot, we
will provide alternatives instead.
 Users. The aim of Music pilot is to target the associates of the CMOs. During the
lifespan of the Pilot, a campaign will be launched in order to create awareness
and lead customers and traffic to the Pilot. The goal is engaging CMO associates
into the use of the platform by streamlining their rights management processes.
Software Procurement
In order to facilitate efficient and transparent tools to the interested parties, appropriate
modules (and the resulting apps) will be developed before the pilot phases. These
modules must include proper communication tools for rights holders and tech parties.
Pilot Setup and Test
The pilot will be carried out in five differentiated phases:
1) Pre-pilot and BMAT initial evaluation of requirements
2) Adaptation to pilot needs
3) CMOs set-up
4) Pilot Monitoring
5) Evaluation
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Phase 1: Pre-pilot and BMAT initial evaluation of requirements. In this phase, BMAT will
be responsible to test the first features provided by technical partners (Worldline, ICCS,
ATC and Kendraio). BMAT will be in charge of the definition of the strategy to run all the
pilot phases.
Phase 2: Adaptation to pilot needs. BMAT will provide feedback from both stakeholders
and their own technic experts about prototypes developed. After this phase, the needs
of Bloomen Music pilot participants should be properly understood and the
implementation would start.
Phase 3: CMOs set-up. In this phase, BMAT will provide the functionalities of the
platform in a suitable way to the stakeholders involved so they can start running it. This
implies that a prototype will be deployed and properly configured. A training process will
take place if necessary.
Phase 4: Pilot Monitoring. In this phase, BMAT will be responsible of monitoring the
execution of the Music pilot. CMOs and associates will be able to run the platform.
BMAT will be in charge of obtaining feedback and collect data in order to measure the
impact of the pilot.
Phase 5: Evaluation. Last phase is for the evaluation of the prototype version of
Bloomen Music.
Ethical and Regulatory Considerations
The metadata concerning the authorship and ownership of music assets contains
personal data that must be protected according to the rules described in the recently
implemented EU Data Protection Master Plan (GDPR).
However, payments within the platform are not included in the development of this use
case and therefore no special measures should be taken in this direction.
4.1.2 Timing Framework
Bloomen Music pilot plan will be executed in five phases:
Phase
Pre-pilot and BMAT initial evaluation of requirements
Adaptation to pilot needs
CMOs set-up
Pilot Monitoring
Evaluation
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4.1.3 KPIs
For the purposes of the Pilot we are expecting to have a qualitative and quantitative
evaluation phase regarding the overall experience and performance of the platform,
particular to five key metrics:
1) Interest in the platform by CMOs by identifying Bloomen Music as an easy-to-use
tool for their catalogue registration processes. At least two CMOs should
consider that the new model and technological workflow requires same or less
effort when compared to existing registration platforms.
2) Interest in the platform by artists and music producers by identifying Bloomen
Music as an easy-to-use tool for their asset registration processes. At least 50
artists or music producers (independent or CMOs affiliates) should consider that
the new model and technological workflow requires same or less effort when
compared to existing registration platforms.
3) At least 500.000 music works key metadata is covered by Bloomen Music.
4) At least 750.000 sound recordings key metadata is covered by Bloomen Music.
5) More than 60 CMO staff and affiliates consider the discovery of ownership
conflicts is an easier process when compared to the current tools they are
currently using; and identify them as key factors that add transparency during
conflict resolution processes.
4.1.4 Evaluation Instruments
Bloomen Music pilot will be designed according to the market knowledge and the needs
from all stakeholders in the whole value chain of music services. Initially, BMAT will
identify and test the most relevant features of the platform. Furthermore, the involved
stakeholders will evaluate the outcomes of the platform identifying which of them meet
their expectations and which did not worked as expected. Along with the results
analysis, it also will be analyzed the impact on stakeholders’ day-to-day business.
The evaluation instruments should include the setup of tools for formalising the
stakeholders’ feedback in a constructive way, such as interviews and focused
questionnaires.
Metrics to be evaluated are: user acceptance, user perception on effectiveness of the
requirements and impact: benefits to current business practices and satisfaction.
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4.1.5 Risks and Contingency Plans
The following table summarizes the identified risks that could have negative impact on
the pilot operations and are important to deal with, as well as the respective mitigation
strategies to diminish them.
Category

Risks

Mitigation Strategy

Network Setup

Failure due to single point of
sensitive data storage. Apart from
the blockchain, sensitive
information can be lost if it is not
stored in a distributed database.

For the purposes of the pilot,
BMAT, WL and 1 more
consortium partner can have a
distributed database (i.e. IPFS)
containing this information.

Integration

Bloomen Music network needs to
be synchronized with the
Backend Systems of CMOs.

Extensive testing to avoid
hijacking of the
communications via
unauthorized players.

Execution

Token/reward system may have
some weaknesses, allowing
misconducts

Iterative development of the
reputation system.

Evaluation

BMAT detected that our main key
stakeholder in the music pilot are
also doing their own research on
blockchain. This could lead them
to lose interest in considering the
test of Bloomen Music platform as
a priority.

BMAT have already contacted
them to meet and understand
which kind of needs they are
trying to cover with their
research and how Bloomen
would fit in this scenario.
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4.2 News pilot
4.2.1 Administrative Procedures
Objectives
This pilot will implement the Bloomen Photo infrastructure focusing on two aspects:
1. Similar to the music use case we test how blockchain can be applied to the
workflow for handling photos, with specific focus on making it very easy to handle
large amounts of photos while automating tasks that are currently costly for
everyone involved.
2. Through this pilot we want to test, whether our assumptions versus less work and
more automated tasks are actually true. Only if there are gains in productivity
creators and consumers will actually be interested in Bloomen photos.
Location and Network
The Photo pilot will be working as a demonstrator, and will be presented to users and
experts from PSM, through existing networks with the EBU. This way we can reach
experts who are currently working with photos in respective organizations.
Stakeholder Involvement and User Recruitment
 Stakeholders. The main stakeholders for the Bloomen Photo pilot will be editors,
media lawyers, and photographers across Europe.
 Users. We will initially focus on users inside European PSM. To that end we will
be creating information elements, to educate these users about Bloomen Photo.
Software Procurement
Bloomen Photo is focused on managing the workflow for photos better than before, by
using blockchain technologies. These technologies could speed up the process, and at
the same time be more trustable. One result of this approach is that we intend to use
existing photo storage sites as a starting point.
Pilot Setup and Test
The pilot will be carried out in seven differentiated phases:
1) Key modules set-up
2) First working pilot
3) Functionality review with users
4) Second working pilot
5) Evaluation with users
6) Final demonstrator
7) Final evaluation with users
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Phase 1: Set up of key modules, as pure demonstrators. It will be the responsibility of
ATC to provide these modules, based on the technical requirements and in
collaboration with other technical partners.
Phase 2: As described in prior plans the goal is to ingest and process a small number
of photos (100 from 10 photographers) through the very initial system.
Phase 3: Conduction of a critical functionality review with input from users.
Phase 4: Application of findings to the pilot, for refinement. Upgrade to handling more
photos (e.g. 10.000/100 photographers). Full functionality of API for integration with
CMS of PSM. Includes functional interfaces and data analytics modules.
Phase 5: Second evaluation with users, in order to refine further. Identification of
minimal set for roll-out of demonstrator to larger number of consumers.
Phase 6: Final Bloomen demonstrator. Enables to ingest, hash, process, filter, search
and use photos, with smart contract in background. Refined analytics.
Phase 7: Final evaluation with a larger number of consumers, feedback and final
conclusions.
Ethical and Regulatory Considerations
The metadata concerning the authorship and ownership of music assets contains
personal data that must be protected according to the rules described in the recently
implemented EU Data Protection Master Plan (GDPR).
However, payments within the platform are not included in the development of this use
case and therefore no special measures should be taken in this direction.
4.2.2 Timing Framework
Bloomen News pilot plan will be executed in seven phases:
Phase
Set up of key modules, as pure demonstrators
First working pilot
Review and user tests
Second pilot
Review and user tests
Third pilot
Final Evaluation
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4.2.3 KPIs
For the purposes of the News pilot we are expecting to have a qualitative evaluation
phase regarding the overall experience and performance of the platform, particular to
five key metrics:




Initially handling 100 photos from 10 creators for one consumer (PSM)
10000 photos from 100 creators for three consumers
100000 photos from 1000 creators (per month) for 64 consumers
- Measurement of process against old workflow
- Three basic smart contracts with contracts editor
- Implementation of 5% commission per photo
- Statistic modules for all key elements and the system as a whole

4.2.4 Evaluation Instruments
We will measure the Impact of the Bloomen Photo application focusing in 4 different
perspectives:
● Feedback from creators
● Feedback from consumers
● Comparison of new system versus old workflow in terms of data, comparison of
worksteps and handling one photo selection
● Measure the acceptance and success among the target customers. We want to
measure the impact of the Bloomen Photo application by conducting surveys
4.2.5 Risks and Contingency Plans
The following table summarizes the identified risks that could have negative impact on
the pilot operations and are important to deal with, as well as the respective mitigation
strategies to diminish them.
Category

Risks

Mitigation Strategy

Verification of hashes

Low trust

Transparent usage stats

Fair payment

Transparency of usage
and money flows

Visually sound and trustable stats

Integration

High integration effort

Usage of API to avoid extensive
work in CMS

Execution

System does not work
under load

Extensive testing of scaled
operation
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Evaluation

Consumers don’t see
benefits from system

Statistics and comparison of
workflows (old/new)

Security of
transactions

Customers doubt
security of transactions

Specific security measures against
outside

Reservations against
cryptocurrencies

Due to several
breaches, heavy
speculation

Clear message that Bloomen photo
is not cryptocurrency, but workflowbased system with minor risks of
transaction issues
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4.3 Web TV pilot
4.3.1 Administrative Procedures
Objectives
This Pilot will implement the WebTV infrastructure focusing on two key aspects:
1) We want to test the technical capabilities of a hybrid network taking advantage of
both traditional and blockchain database configurations. The aim is to have a
model where the network is fast but at the same time preserves the distribution of
copyrights, maintains the anonymity of the user and performs transactions
securely. This will be deployed in a live environment on ANTENNA’s WebTV
platform through a small TV Series offering so as to be able to monitor and fix
problems without having a major disruption for the end users.
2) A major catalyst for the success of the chosen technical model will be the test of
the capabilities of the hybrid network from a business logic perspective. The
hybrid network’s management procedures must be able to cut costs for all
interested parties significantly, offer expansion of business propositions and add
a strong layer of security, on top of existing solutions, so as to preserve the
copyrights.
Location & Network
The WebTV pilot will use a cloud services platform for the storage and distribution of
assets, web scripts and sensitive information as well as a blockchain for enhanced
access control, users’ participation, transaction finality and immutability. Full nodes will
be installed in several locations with different partners so as to ensure trust and mitigate
risks.
Stakeholder Involvement and User Recruitment
 Stakeholders. The main stakeholders for the WebTV pilot will be ANTENNA
Limited and most likely, a copyrighted content provider, White Fox SA. This is not
confirmed yet, and if ANTENNA cannot confirm it, we will provide alternatives
instead.
 Users. The aim of the WebTV Pilot is to target the frequent users of ANTENNA’s
WebTV Platform. During the lifespan of the Pilot, a campaign will be launched in
order to create awareness and lead customers and traffic to the Pilot. The goal is
to attract frequent users of the platform to improve their user experience and
increase their satisfaction and appetite for consuming copyrighted content. Our
aim is to attract at least 250 users in this new solution. This amounts to a target
of around 1% of the platform’s WebTV total users (free and & premium) and it’s
derived from the performance of other premium platforms such as YouTube Red.
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Software Procurement
Prior to the pilot implementation, appropriate apps will be developed in the WebTV and
general Bloomen runtime environment so as to facilitate communications between
copyrighted content providers, platforms and end-users.
Pilot Setup and Test
The deployment of the WebTV pilot will follow a five phases strategy:
a) Phase 1: Bloomen core components first version preparation
b) Phase 2: Adaptation to pilot needs
c) Phase 3: WebTV platform integration
d) Phase 4: Pilot Monitoring
e) Phase 5: Evaluation
Although continuity within the 5 stages is necessary, each phase has its own finality and
focus in order to take advantage of the WebTV hybrid network.
Phase 1: Bloomen core components first version preparation. In this phase, ANTENNA
will be responsible to test a first version of the proposed solution provided by technical
partners (Worldline, ICCS, ATC and Kendraio). ANTENNA will be in charge of the
definition of the strategy to run all the pilot phases.
Phase 2: Adaptation to pilot needs. This period will be dedicated to the realization of the
Bloomen unified platform, available for all use cases to adapt and refine the solution
that will be most appropriate for them. ANTENNA will work with the technical partners to
develop the specific components that will have the workflow as well as the look and feel
of an innovative WebTV solution.
Phase 3: WebTV Integration. At this phase, ANTENNA will work with internal and
external software developers for integrating the WebTV solution for the purposes of the
pilot. This will be a key phase, as there will be a lot of coordination involved.
Phase 4: Pilot Monitoring. In this phase, ANTENNA will be responsible of monitoring
the execution of the WebTV pilot. Key partners and end-users will also be eligible to
participate in the pilot. ANTENNA will be in charge of obtaining feedback and collecting
data in order to measure the impact of the pilot.
Phase 5: Evaluation. Last phase is for the evaluation of the prototype version of
Bloomen WebTV.
User Support and Training
There are 2 different types of users for this pilot: Business Employees and End-Users of
the streaming platform.
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While training business employees will not be an intensive work, due to the usage of 1
provider and 1 platform with small amount of employees for the purposes of the pilot,
end-users must have a crystal clear picture of how to use the platform. We will use
stimulating visuals to guide them on how to use the platform.
In parallel to these two groups of users, ANTENNA will provide support to both
employees and customers and monitor the whole Pilot scenario.
Ethical and Regulatory Considerations
The WebTV hybrid network by its design focuses on preserving sensitive data privacy,
copyrighted content security and facilitating transactions on the blockchain without
exposing participating parties’ identity.
Data protection processes will encompass rules described by the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) set by the European Union.
Transaction processes will be set up to be compliant to local and European tax
regulations such as:
● Exchanging cryptocurrency with fiat money is exempt from the Value Added Tax
(VAT), based on Judgement of an EU Court on 22/10/2015, C-264/14, DStR
2015, 2433.
● Exchange of cryptocurrency for the purposes of accessing a service is a taxable
event for the platform, therefore there will be a mechanism to translate the
cryptocurrency amounts into Euros for the purposes of keeping records for VAT
payments to the government of Cyprus, in the case of the Pilot ran by ANTENNA
Limited.
Due to the nature of this innovative business model, ANTENNA will file documentation
for an advance tax ruling via the Ministry of Finance in Cyprus for the purposes of the
Bloomen Pilot.
Please note: This section will be constantly updated to be in line with the latest
developments in virtual currency laws and tax regulations.
4.3.2 Timing Framework
The WebTV Pilot plan will be executed in 5 phases:
Phase
Bloomen core components first version preparation
Adaptation to pilot needs
WebTV platform integration
Pilot monitoring
Evaluation
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4.3.3 KPIs
For the purposes of this Pilot, we are expecting to have qualitative evaluation
programmes and questionnaires regarding the overall experience and performance of
the platform, particular to three key metrics:
1) At least 250 end users state that the new economic model and technological
workflow for streaming purposes is more cost-efficient, easy to use and
increases their appetite for consuming copyrighted content on the platform.
2) Over 5% of WebTV users piloting the hybrid solution state that the scenario of
them being able to participate in the solution is going to act as a further incentive
for them to increase their engagement in the platform.
3) At least 50% of content providers state that it is more likely than not, that the
economic model, the technological workflow and the security measures of the
platform has been sufficient for them to sign-up and explore the opportunities
Bloomen has to offer.
4.3.4 Evaluation Instruments
We will measure the impact of the WebTV Pilot focusing in three different perspectives:
● To investigate the user experience from a technical perspective (performance,
bugs, redundancies). We will use qualitative questionnaires that will help us point
out issues or ideas for improving the system and we will create a table which will
track those by different parameters such as “date added”, “date of improvement”,
“improvement steps” and “other comments”.
● We will also investigate the user experience from an average user’s point of
view. This will help us identify potential points which affect the smoothness as
well as the ease of use of the platform, but also how much they “like” this new
type of WebTV streaming platform. We will again use qualitative questionnaires
and create a table which will track those by different parameters such as “date
added”, “date of improvement”, “improvement steps” and “other comments”.
● We will also measure the acceptance and success among the content providers
participating in the platform. The impact of the hybrid WebTV network will be a
key metric here where we will measure the success of the differentiating
components that our platform will use. To collect information about this section,
we will use qualitative questionnaires and a table which will keep track based on
different parameters such as “date added”, “date of improvement”, “improvement
steps” and “other comments”.
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4.3.5 Risks and Contingency Plans
Category

Risks

Mitigation Strategy

Network
Setup

The complexity of the hybrid A testnet will be designed so early
network can cause problems if interested parties can sign up to test
not well designed or properly the new features and provide
tested.
feedback before the actual pilot
commences.

Network
Setup

Failure due to single point of
sensitive data storage. Apart from
the
blockchain,
sensitive
information can be lost if it is not
stored in a distributed database.

For the purposes
ANTENNA, ICCS
consortium partner
distributed database
information.

Integration

The WebTV network needs to be
synchronized with the Cloud and
the Backend Systems of the
streaming platforms.
• On one hand the hybrid network
will collect data regarding users,
content and transactions.
• On the other hand, the hybrid
network will deploy services and
send filtered, anonymized data to
the blockchain.

Extensive testing in order to avoid
hijacking of the communications via
unauthorized players.
Bounties can be provided to users
which might have the technical
background to test this process and
provide feedback.

Execution

This type of service has never
been used before so there is a
risk in handling access control
successfully.
Conventional tokenized access
control services can often be
spoofed.

The deployment of the immutable
blockchain will provide an extra
layer of security and transaction
confirmation.
Bounties can be provided to users
which might have the technical
background to test this process and
provide feedback.
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Financial
Execution

Although we will do our best to
submit documentation for an
Advance Tax Ruling from the
Ministry of Finance in Cyprus (as
described in 6.3.1), there could
be a delay in the provision of the
ruling, hence legal constraints
can disrupt a significant part of
the platform’s features.

If we observe a delay in the
provision of the ruling, for the
purposes of the pilot we can
proceed with using the testnet
instead of the mainnet. This way we
can observe the technological
workflow
and
handling
of
transactions without any real world
fiat money being used. Instead we
can distribute free tokens via an
airdrop for testnet wallet users.

Evaluation

The commercial video provider
interested in the Pilot is yet to be
confirmed.
This maybe a problem to test the
network in a real platform with
real end-users and achieve the
KPI’s desired to measure the
impact of the Pilot.

We are pushing with some of our
affiliated content providers. In case
we do not achieve the real thirdparty content scenario, ANTENNA
will provide one of its own TV
Series, exclusively for the needs of
the hybrid network pilot.
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5 Conclusions
This deliverable has provided the set of the three Bloomen use case requirements,
along with the functional and non-functional requirements that the Bloomen solution
must satisfy, as well as a preliminary description of the future pilot operation.
Use cases and scenarios described in this document are still subject to further evolution
in several of their aspects. The project will keep a life set of updated requirements and
specifications that will be related to other project’s activities and documents.
Regarding the provided initial definition of pilot scenarios, it is valuable for the progress
of the project considering that:
● It engaged early all project stakeholders into defining thoroughly and planning the
pilots’ execution.
● It encouraged early feedback from pilot stakeholders, while at the same time
allowing preparatory actions to the project pilots.
● It provided both pilot leaders and technical partners with insightful inputs
regarding the envisioned Bloomen components.
The work done in this deliverable will continue first through deliverable “D2.3 Initial
Bloomen overall architecture”, due in month M12, which will use the results of this
document to design the first version of the Bloomen platform architecture. Both
requirements and architecture will evolve during the whole project, considering
feedback received from pilots execution and from relevant stakeholders, and all such
changes will be reflected in deliverable “D2.4 Final Bloomen overall architecture”, due in
month M32.
Other related deliverables are those of “WP5 Use Cases pilot validation and evaluation”,
which will include an updated version of the pilots operation, covering all aspects related
to pilot implementation and execution, as well as pilots and Bloomen platform
evaluation.
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6 Annex 1. List of requirements
The following table includes the full list of requirements, including both pilot use cases
and technical requirements.
Requirement Description

Use case(s)

Priority

RF-MUS-1
RF-MUS-2
RF-MUS-3
RF-MUS-4
RF-MUS-5

Asset Registration Manager
Batch Registration Manager
Asset Search
Assets Explorer
Changelog

UC-MUSIC-2
UC-MUSIC-3
All Music use cases
All Music use cases
All Music use cases

High
High
High
High
High

RF-MUS-6
RF-MUS-7
RF-MUS-8
RF-MUS-9

Notification System
Duplicate Search
Core Metadata Edition
Edition Request Management

High
High
High
High

RF-MUS-10
RF-MUS-11
RF-MUS-12
RF-MUS-13

Link Assets
Merge Assets
Merging Request Management
Claiming

RF-MUS-14

Claims Explorer

RF-MUS-15

Conflict Resolution

RNF-MUS-1
RF-PH-1
RF-PH-2
RF-PH-3
RF-PH-4

Privacy Policies
Upload image
Set image price
Browse images
Search for images

All Music use cases
UC-MUSIC-4
UC-MUSIC-5
UC-MUSIC-6,
UC-MUSIC-8
UC-MUSIC-7
UC-MUSIC-7
UC-MUSIC-8
UC-MUSIC-9,
UC-MUSIC-10,
UC-MUSIC-11
UC-MUSIC-9,
UC-MUSIC-10,
UC-MUSIC-11
UC-MUSIC-9,
UC-MUSIC-10,
UC-MUSIC-11
UC-MUSIC-1
UC-PHOTO-1
UC-PHOTO-1
UC-PHOTO-2
UC-PHOTO-2

RF-PH-5
RF-PH-6
RF-PH-7
RF-PH-8
RF-PH-9
RNF-PH-1

Filter images
Buy image rights
Give image rights
Vote contributor
View analytics
Set privacy settings

UC-PHOTO-2
UC-PHOTO-3
UC-PHOTO-4
UC-PHOTO-5
UC-PHOTO-6
All Photo use cases

High
High
High
High
High
High
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Medium
Medium
High
High

High

High

High
High
High
High
High
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RNF-PH-2
RNF-PH-3
RF-WTV-1
RF-WTV-2
RF-WTV-3
RF-WTV-4
RF-WTV-5
RF-WTV-6
RF-WTV-7
RF-WTV-8
RF-WTV-9
RNF-WTV-1
RNF-WTV-2
RF-GT-1
RF-GT-2
RF-GT-3
RF-GT-4
RF-GT-5
RF-GT-6
RF-GT-7
RNF-GT-1
RNF-GT-2
RNF-GT-3
RNF-GT-4
RNF-GT-5
RNF-GT-6
RNF-GT-7
RNF-GT-8
RNF-GT-9
RNF-GT-10

Workflow efficiency
Reliability of payments
User Registration
Create Account
Create Wallet
View Wallet
KYC Insertion
KYC Approval
Purchase Product
Mining Algorithm
Earn Tokens
Permissioned Blockchain
Smart Contracts
Blockchain Administrator Login
Blockchain Administrator Creates Smart
Contracts
Blockchain Administrator Deploys Smart
Contracts
Blockchain Administrator Issues
Certificates
Blockchain Administrator Grants
Permissions
Blockchain Administrator CRUD
Blockchain Administrator Right Protection
Privacy by design Logic
Privacy by design Data Anonymization
Privacy by design Data Separation
Privacy by design Data Storage
Privacy by design Data Sharing and
Processing
Privacy by design Blockchain
Timestamping
Smart Contract Support
User Digital Wallet
Anonymous Personalization
Incentive Consensus Algorithm
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All Photo use cases
All Photo use cases
UC-WTV-1
UC-WTV-1
UC-WTV-1
All WebTV use cases
UC-WTV-1
UC-WTV-1
UC-WTV-2, UC-WTV-3
UC-WTV-2
UC-WTV-2
All WebTV use cases
All WebTV use cases
All pilots
All pilots

High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High
High

All pilots

High

All pilots

High

All pilots

High

All pilots
All pilots
All pilots
All pilots
All pilots
All pilots
All pilots

High
High
High
High
High
High
High

All pilots

High

All pilots
All pilots
All WebTV use cases
All pilots

High
High
High
High
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7 Annex 2. Additional questions to use case pilots
The report from the first review meeting includes a recommendation to address several
questions for use case pilots:
“It is suggested that at the next meeting (in June 2018) the following questions are
addressed jointly from the business and technical viewpoint for each use case
(specifically in the light of 1-6 above):
● Which business model, including which incentives for all the players?
● Which blockchain appears to be the most suitable one (or ones, with pros and
cons)?
● Which players will be in charge of running the blockchain?
● Which model of trust is involved (which possible exploitations/attacks?)
A succinct summary of the findings together with revised KPIs and success criteria can
be attached to the forthcoming deliverable D2.2”
From 26 to 28 June the consortium held a meeting in Cyprus in which all those
questions were addressed from the perspective of each use case, but also from the
project perspective. KPIs and success criteria have already been included in chapter 4
of this document for each use case. The following sections include the answer to the
questions for each use case, except for the question on the most suitable blockchain
technology, which is answered in a specific section.

7.1 Answers from Music Pilot
Which business model, including which incentives for all the players?
CMOs
Clean metadata
Transparent tools for conflict resolution and audit – Reference for new affiliates
CMO affiliates and interested parties
Clean metadata
Easy access to rights holders information – Key for a proper royalties distribution
Technology providers
Clean metadata
Distributed ledger of musical assets with link information
New technologies built in top of the platform
Which players will be in charge of running the blockchain?
In the early stages, the consortium of CMOs (i.e. pilot participants). If more CMOs
are engaged, they would be able to setup their own node.
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Which model of trust is involved (which possible exploitations/attacks?)
CMOs would be responsible to autorize new users providing identification for
each of them.
CMOs and associates will validate metadata editions/claims.

7.2 Answers from News Pilot
Which business model, including which incentives for all the players?
A blockchain enabled workflow for digital media assets, primarily photos
Simplified, blockchain-based exchange to use photos and generate payments
between parties
Benefits for creators:
● Reliable identification
● Reliable rights management
● Getting paid for used assets with less paperwork based on “smart
contracts”
● Direct, reliable access to PSM orgs
● Safe status and proof of contract for users
Benefits for media:
● Access to wider photo selection
● Less manual work handling metadata and contracts
Which players will be in charge of running the blockchain?
Independent consortium or one PSM (on behalf of everyone)
Which model of trust is involved (which possible exploitations/attacks?)
● Identification of both creator (photographer) and consumer (media)
● Validation over time
● Option to vote about other side
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7.3 Answers from WebTV Pilot
Which business model, including which incentives for all the players?
Overall trust – can utilize measurement oracles e.g Nielsen.
End-Users
Use rewards to consume premium content (Proof of View)
Elimination of third-party fees. (e.g traditional payment services, credit card
clients)
Access to more content. Currently, private deals by distributors and cable
networks impose a restraint of the library availability on Live and Video On
Demand content. This solution expands the internet pay-per-view market
because producers can monetize content directly and with very low cost.
Use a utility token to access content quickly and securely.
Web-TV / TV
Access to more content. Availability of a library of content that a business can
purchase with automated services instead of having personal communications or
travelling long distance trips to make an agreement.
Fair costs for acquiring copyrights. KYC and measurement oracles can provide
confidence and trust in accuracy.
Media Producers
Transparent, auditable mechanisms and procedures for facilitating transactions
and providing accurate consumption analytics.
Which players will be in charge of running the blockchain?
Primarily ANTENNA
As it scales out, big partners / media production houses can set up their own
nodes.
If end-users want to set up a node they can apply and we will support on a first
come first served basis.
Which model of trust is involved (which possible exploitations/attacks?)
ANTENNA is the authority which decides who gets into the permissioned
blockchain and issues certificates.
Player authorizing through KYC eliminates risk of copyright infringement.
Possible exploitation can be an abuse of the Proof of View mining algorithm.
Users may spam the network to receive the rewards. This is why we are going to
extensively test the service on the testnet network in the beginning.
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7.4 Selection of blockchain technology
As commented in the Technical Review meeting, the Bloomen consortium had
pre-selected three blockchain technologies: Multichain, Ethereum and Hyperledger. The
analysis of the three technologies has concluded that even if the three of them has
specific characteristics that differentiate them, in fact most of the features required by
the Bloomen project could be provided, with more or less difficulties, with any of these
blockchain technologies.
This is a summary of the main pros and cons of these technologies from the Bloomen
and its use cases perspective.
Multichain
It is a permissioned blockchain based on the well-known and trustable Bitcoin
technology.
Pros
As a public blockchain (Bitcoin), provides higher transparency.
As a private/permissioned blockchain (Multichain):
● Access control – misbehaviour prevention
● Widely used
● Designed for common registry
● Token systems based on bitcoin implementation
● Mature technology, supported by a huge community
Cons
As a public blockchain (Bitcoin):
● Potential bad practices from undesired users would be difficult to avoid.
● The associated costs could be unaffordable.
As a private/permissioned blockchain (Multichain):
● Infrastructure costs
● Doesn’t allow smart contracts development
Ethereum
In addition to the well-known and trustable Ethereum public blockchain technology, this
technology can be complemented through Quorum, a fork from Ethereum which
implements a permissioned blockchain.
Pros
As a public blockchain (Ethereum), provides higher transparency.
As a private/permissioned blockchain (Quorum):
● Access control – misbehaviour prevention
● Widely used
● Token systems based on Ethereum implementation
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● Implements smart contracts
● Mature technology, supported by a huge community
Cons
As a public blockchain (Ethereum):
● Potential bad practices from undesired users would be difficult to avoid.
● The associated costs could be unaffordable.
As a private/permissioned blockchain (Quorum):
● Infrastructure costs
HyperLedger
It is a permissioned blockchain technology, there is no public implementation.
Pros
● Smart Contracts – B2B automation
● Channels for ensuring anonymity and enable private and confidential
transactions.
● Own mining algorithm (Proof of View)
● No risk of 51% attack
Cons
● Hyperledger is still in an early stage, smaller supporting community

Decision
Based on the abovementioned characteristics of these three blockchain technologies,
the Bloomen consortium has decided to select now the paired of blockchain
technologies composed of Ethereum/Quorum. The main reasons for this selection are
the fact that the pair Multichain/Bitcoin does not support smart contracts, and the fact
that Hyperledger does not include any public implementation, in addition to the fact that
the supporting community is smaller as of today. Hence, the pair Ethereum/Quorum can
potentially be the best solution to have both the benefits of a private platform and a
public token.
The Bloomen consortium is perfectly aware of the very quick evolution of the
technology, and hence this selection of blockchain technology will be monitored
periodically to ensure that it is still the most suitable technology for Bloomen. Since the
Bloomen architecture is designed to be as much agnostic as possible with regards to
the specific blockchain technology, in case that another technology becomes most
suitable, the consortium would consider changing the selected blockchain technology.
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